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TEACHER EDUCATION CLINICS IN WHICH SUGGESTED GUIDELINES WERE
DEVELOPED FOR THE PREPARATION OF,OFFICE OCCUPAT/ONS TEACHERS. A
SERIES OF cLiNIOA cm THE OPPORTONtlY FOR LEMMAS IN THE FIELDS OF
OFFICE OCOPAT/00 EDUCATION AND,BUSINESS EDUCATION TO ESTABLISH
MiNtNUR RecumeN#Nts FOR OFFICE OCCUPATIONS TEACHERS. PHASE ONE WAS
A,PLANNING HELD.WARCH 1 I O, 146644 THIS CLINIC, COMPOSED OF
CITY AND STATE EDUCATION SUPERVISORS, TEACHER,EOUCATORS, AND
CONSULTANTS, DEVELOPED PRELIMINARY GUIDELINES, AFTER REVISION, THE
GUIDELINES WERE MAILED TO ABOUT 1,200 CITY *NO STATE SUPERVISORS AND
TEACHER EDUCATORS FOR COMMENT. PHASE TWO WAS A SERIES OF NINE
REGIONAL CLINICS, HELD WINTER...UR/NG, 1966. A CONSULTANT FROM EACH
OF THE NINE H.E.W. REGIONS PRESENTED THE PRELIPtOARY GUIDELINES AT A
CLINIC IN HIS REGION. REACTIONS velit OSTAINPO AWAIVISWORAFTS
PREPARED. PHASE 3 WAS A NATIONAL CLINIC HELWANE 103, 1466. REVISED
GUOWLINES WERE REVIEWED, NEW ONES PAOPOSE00 AND A FINAL SET
Duthie. PLANS WERE MADE TO EDIT AND DisseNtaRIE THE GUIDELINES TO
AL .:CITY AND STATE SUPERVISORS OF OFFICE OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION AND
imORtss TEAC*4ER onUCATORS IN THE UNITED SWIM PHASE 4'4AS AN
EDMAIAL COMMITTEE HELD JUNE 406, 1466. AN EDITORIAL STAFF REVIEWED
AO REVISED THE GUIDELINES DEVELOPED IN PHASE THREE. THE FINAL SET
.0f 19 GUIDELINES WERE PRESENTED IN= THE REPORT. IJC)
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PEONACS

The following report is the result of a series of Office Occupa-
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Gun:ewes Fat THE PREPARATION CP
aroxam OCCUPATIONS TEACHERS*

These guidelines are addressed to MOSE
RESPONSIBIE PCS ME ITSEPARA7ION CF CAME
OCCUPATIONS MOMS.

INISODUCTION

.41p4aNejilblyguI04s111101:051so...-

1 General BaameNzound

Under the Vocational Education Act of 1963, provision we made for
initial, refresher) and upgrading programs in vocational education
in the office occupations. The activities at the CFFICE OCCUPAT/0213
SEWER EDUCATION CLINICS were designed to support the progreus
authorized, defined, and encouraged by the Act.

Today, the office worker organizes data far decisions, supervises
and controls activities, coordinates activities, and Provides
for ccesienioation of information. No .decision can be better than
the information upon which it is based, and the office worker pro-
vides and processes the needed data. Office automation is changing
the speed and the methods of doing office work. The ow of the

pen is gone; the day of the printout is here. For example:

1. Office work is the second largest employmetrb clasaificrAtion
in the United States; more than 16 percent of all employed
persona are involved in office work.

2. Mice work is the largest employment field for women;
approximately one out of three employed wenn works in the
office.

3. There is a chortage of and a coati. sus &ka d for mett-it
office workers.

4. More sophisticated offices require more sophisticated
preparation of office workers.

5. Eleven percent of the boys and 58 percent of the girls who
do not attend college enter office work; together they com-
prise about eO percent of all high school graduates.

Office occupations education, a part of business education, has been
defined as, "that body of subject matter and combinations of courses

maw

*Developed at a series of Office Occupations Teacher Education Clinics
in 3.966 funded by the USCG, Project No. 64522-1-32; Fiscal Agent,
Wayne State University; Project Director, Fred S. Cook.
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and practical experiences, organize" into programs of instruction
to provide opportunities for pupils to prepare for end achieve
career objectives in office occupations." The office occupations
into which they may go include:

Accounting and Coking Occupations
Business Data Processing Systems Occupations
Filing, Office Machines, and General Office Clerical Occupations
Information Coomunication Occupations
Materials Support Occupations: Transporting, Storing, and Recording
Personnel, Training, and Related Occupations
Stenographic, Secretarial, and Related Occupations
Supervisory and Administrative Management Occupations
Typing and Related Occupations
Miscellaneouo and Office Occupations not elsewhere classified

Office occupations education programs provide preparatory and supple.
mentery education to all persons vho want and can profit from them.
Programs are available in communities throughout the nation for such
diverse groups as high school students, post -high school students,
working youth, working adults, and persons With special needs.

The inclusion of office occupations education in the Vocational Education
Act of 1963 represents a newly recognized facet of vocational education.It has resulted in a dramatic expansion of training.

2. ObJectives

The objectives of the Office Occupations Teacher Education Clinicswere to conduct a series of conferences to:
1. Focus the attention of business sad office teacher educators on

the Vtcational Education Act of 1963.

2. Discuss the Implications of the Act for business and office
teacher education curriculums designed to support educational
programs for the office occupations,

3. Secure the best thinking from the profession for the developmentof guidelines for viable business and office teacher educationcurriculums.

4. Disseminate the guidelines which would be developed through aseries of training clinics. These guiftlines would providei7possible criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of programsdesigned for .;he pre araion of teachers.

Procedures

The following series of Clinics gave the oppo-FturAity fc.r le erein the field of bosiness education to establish minimum requirements
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for office occupations teachers. Nine bus; zess teacher educators,
one from each of the appropriate Health, Efteation, and Welfare
regions, 'Were secured to serve as corialltentts* throughout Phases
I, IX, and ICI of the Clinics.

PHASE I.- Planning Clinic, March 740, 12.66.

The purpose of the Planning Clinic was to develop preliminary
guidelines and to determine methods for clisseminatl.on, discussion,
and revision of the preliminary draft. riftytwo city and state
business education supervisors, business teacher educators, and
consultants were invited to participate. These participants were
from all of the nine LEIN. regions and represented a cross-section
of the national, leadership in business education.

As a result of this Clinic, a series of 20 guidelines were developed
and revised. Sets of these guidelines were then mailed to approximately
1200 city and state supervisors and business teacher educators.
Each person who received a copy of the guidelines was asked to suggest
changes, to submit additional guidelines, and. to send us names of
additional buSiness educators. They were also urged to participate
in the June 1-3 National Clinic.

PHASE Ito-Regional Clinics, ing 1966

A consultant from each of the nine H.E.W. regions presented the pre-
liminary guidelines at a Clinic held in his region., They secured
reactions from the audience and prepared a revised draft 411corporating
the reco=andations from their regional meetings.

An average of 25 educators attended each of the nine H.E.W. meetings.
As a result of these meetings, the consultants developed. a revised
set of 18.guidelines. The revised. guidelines were mailed to 1350
appropriate city and, state supervisors and business teacher edUcators.
The recipients were urged to make suggestions: revisions, and to
attend the June 1-3 National Clinic.

Pam Clinics, Jute 11:1,

At the National Clinic, the revised guidelines were thoroughly
reviewed and new ones were proposed, discussed, and refined. The
participants decided that the f inal set of guidelines would be 19
in number. Plans were made to edit and disseminate the guidelines
to all city and state supervisors and business teacher educators
in the United States.

PHASE IV-. .Editorial Committee, June 4.6, 1966 )

/-

An editorial, staff reviewed and revised the guidelines which were
developed at the National Clinic. The editors also considered sup,.
gestions which were received from the nailing to the 1390 business
educators. These guidelines were then submitted to two professional
editors for additional refinement.

*Refer to Roster



Every city. ILA state business education supervisor and every business

teacher educator in the United States received at least cee draft of

the tentative guidelines, and1 in most oases two drafts. An earnest

attempt was made to secure their 'written comments as well as their

active participation at the H.H.W. regional ;meetings and the National

Clinic. A total of 323 business educators participated in the develop-

:sent of these guidelines, either by submitting written suggestions

Or by attending one or more of the regional or national meetings.

No attempt has been ma4e to list these guidelines in any priority.

In other Words, Guideline 15 is as important 'as Guideline 1. Weever,

the system for classifying the guidelines is:

A. Specialized Diucation: Guidelines 1, 2, 3, 4

16 Professional Education: Guidelines 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 331 12, 13, 14

0. General Education: Guideline 15

D. institutional. Responsibility: Guidelines 16, 17, 18, 19

These guidelines are suggestions for action. They describe the qualities

and competencies which these taachers Should possess as well as tie

processes for achieving these goals.



INTRODUCTION

Under the Vocational Education Act of 1963, yrovision was made for
initial, refresher, and upgrading programs in vocational education
in the office occupations. The activities of the OFFICS OCCUPATIONS
TRACENR ErUCATION CLINICS were designed to support the program
authorized, defined, and encouraged by the Act.

Todaw, the office worker organizes data for decisions, supervises
and controls activities, coordinates activities and provides for
cosznattcation of information. No decision can be better than the
information upon which it is based, and the office worker provides
and processes the needed data. Office automation is changing the
speed and, the methods of doing office work. The day of the quill
pen is gone; the day of the printout is here, For example:

1. Office work is the second largest exploprant classification
in the United States; more than 16 percent of en employed
parsons are involved in office,work.

2. Office work is the largest employment field for wown;
approocimately one out of three erv.%1"yed. n works in
the office. .

3. There is a shortage of and. a continuous demand for more
office workers.

4. More sophisticated offices require more sophisticated
preparation of office workers.

5. Eleven percent of the boys and 58 percent of the girls
who do not attend college enter office work; together
they empri.se about ItO percent of all high school graduates.

Office ocer.pations education, a pert of business education, has been
daftly:A as; "that body of subject matter and combination of courses
and practical experiences, organized into prams of instruction to
provide opportunities for pupils to prepare for and aenieve career
objectives in office occupations." The office occupations into which
they may go include:

Aceountin nd Computing Occupations
Business Data Processing Systems Occupations
Filing, Office Wahines, and General-Office Clerical Occupations
Information Commulaleation occupations
Materials Support Oeculiatiaas: Transporti Storing, and Recording
Personnel, training, and Related Occupations
Stenographic, Secretarial, and Related Occupations
Supervisory and Administrative Management Occupations
Typing and Related Occupations
Miscellaneous and Office °emotions not elsewhere classified



Office occupations education programs provide preraratm owl
supplementary education to all parsons who went and ca profit
fT911:0703The-'';;TrOgePao 44`,0411a134b1P We tie.s thr hoot .tiW
Ila. i491)±.. 1.,017,g,,r2.q. kAlreraP -WOUStri, as hi ,,.tl';1P,sn
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ate -inclusion,of office ()devotions educ4ion in_the *irrational
Edw.-a:tic:0 ict:krf, 1'963 represents sr.,newXv reo"ognizo. genet..
vocational education. .Et has restated in a dramatic expansion or
train,i'mg.
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teacher educators had relatively little contactwith and no direct responsibility in the preparation. of vocations ll$
certifiable teachers, prier to the passage of the Vocational Education
Act of 1963. Under the provisiaas of this Act, however, business and
office teacher educators have isurediate, :direct and continuing
responsibility far the preparation of teachers for office occupations.
This responsibility covers both pre-service as veil as insgeryice
Prograste

in order to adequately Implear-ut the Vocational Education Act of 1963in the office occupations, a series of clinics were held to:

1. Focus the attention of business and office teacher
educators on the Vocational. Education Act of 1963.

2. Discuss the implications of the Act for business and
office teacher' education curriculums designed to support
educational programs for the off ice occupations.

3. Secure the best thinking frora the profession for the
development of guidelines for viable business and office
teacher education curriculums.

4. Disseminate the guidelines which were developed througha series of training clinics. These guidelines would
provide possible criteria for evaluating the effectiveness
of programs &signed for the preparation of teechers.

These guidelines establish, among other things, recommended. miniumoccupational (work experience) requirements, general and vocationaleducation courses, and levels of subject matter competencies. Theyalso provide possible criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of
programs designed. for the preparation of teachers.
The need. for agreement on minimum vocational certification requirementsby business teacher educators is apparent when the current collegebulletins from the leading universities are examined. An a Ilysis utdepartmental .descriptions reveals little, if any difference in thepreparation program for office teachers and general business teachers.Where a difference in preparation. is expressed. or implied in institutionsthat prepare both vocational and general business teachers, there areinconsistencies within the college programs in the procedures used.
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PROCEDURRS

It is apparent that there is a need. for leadership to establish
minimum requirements for business and. office teachers due to the
Vocations]. Education Act of 1963 being the first Federal legisle.-
tion to support business sad office education. The following series
of clinics gave the opportunity for leaders in the field. of business
and office teacher education to.provide this necessary function.
Nine business teacher educators, one from each of the nine Health,
Education, and Welfare regions, were secured to serve as consul teuxts*
throughout .r.vases Ip II, and nx of the clinics.

PHASE I--Xanning Clinic, March 7-10, 1966

The purpose of the Planning Clinic was to develop preliminary
guidelimes and to determine methods for dissemination, discussion,
and revision of the pivilinfiriaa.y draft. Fifty-two selected city
and state business education supervisors, business teacher educators,
and consultants me invited to participate. rileite participants
were from all of the nine N.E.W. regions and represented a cross-
section of the nationa3. ]eadership in business education.

Speakers from the fields of General Teacher Education, Vocational
Teacher Education, Business, the U.S. attics of Ethication, and City
and State Supervision presented papers on significant innovations in
the preparation of teachers. Presentations of the-iirelli.minmay gui#e-
lines were also made 'by the consultants. The followinglitsmairies
give the background. of all speakers and the kei-ioints of the speechei
which they presented.

Refer to Appendix--Rob Zer, Page I.
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General Teacher Education

HANGED 31ILVIS

Direct-or i:n-Service Education
Edatcationa3. Research Council
Cleveland, Ohio

stat..° 'University, 1963)

&TV& COD.LAJLIMiL .ISA; 10.I. If a.

Consultant, Staff Utilization and In- Service Education
Consultant, Department of Navy College RCM Program

Professionel Organizations:
Avericen Association of School Aildnictra.tors
National Society for the Study of Education
Phi Delta Kappa.

Training Teachers for the 21st Century*

Dr. Harold Davis

Est train future teachers for the 21st century!

As we look at a brief history of education and learning, we cannot
stress the vast changes in learning that have taken place. In 1$39- -
at Princeton University- -four pews comprised. the covlete curriculum.
However, the growth of knowledge has more than doubled in the last
decade and will continue to grow. By 1970, the knowlc&Re that is in
existence today wi33. more than have doubled again in that year. More
than six thousand. books are published annually in economics alone.
A person would have to read ten books a day to keep up with this
pace. Ttd.s reminds us of one invention of particular importance to
the teacherthe printing press. Yet it seems that memy teachers
still don't bras' that it -Ate invented!

These facts raise serious questions about what to teach. A science
educator at Stanford claims that 50 percent of the science curriculum
could be thrown out tomorrow and never be missed. A professor of
business education at New York University said a bocce has
become an anachronism. Yet, business teachers teach bookkeeping as
it was taught two generations ago. It seems that too many educators
add new courses without .eliminating the old ones; and, others still
think that every page in a book is just as impagant as the next.
Back in the 1940' e, the vice president of the University of Chicago
said the best thing that happened was the depression. 3 forced them
to cut 400 courses fro .t curriculum. Oar first step, then, must
be to take a long, hard look at the present curriculum, followed by
a cut of useless material.

*Susverized front a taped presentation, not a prepared. text.
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When 'we look at some or the modern methodologies in teaching today,
the situation is even worse. May educators oppose new ideas, When
there is a new idea proposed, they ow the idea is useless; when it
is tried, they say it isn't really important; When it becomes accepted.,
they say it isn't new. By this time it usually isn't! Thus, we can
see Why it would take from forty to seventy years to introduce new
ideas in education. K w n u m b easier it is t o n ave a cemetery!

One of the newest teaching methodologies is team teaching. 'forayer,
many high schools, and enecially colleges and universities, are
ignoring this challenging and important method of teaching. Team
tnctinhiarla niTroancloa flm1WINATity alpirl 'hate wows ftAvessus.m...ea in
teaching and learning experiences alike. However, not one university
in our area has seen fit to teach in this way.

Team teaching utilizes different size groups. Students learn in
three want: (1) from the teacher, (2) alone, and (3) from each other.
Sometimes they learn more from each other. Sonatinas they do net.
learn what ve vant them to learn. Large discussion groups are
appropriate for large lecturesmillions can 'watch television or
thousands can hear a speaker in a i.boz. Small discussion groups
Ciao have a part in team teaching when the large lecture groups
break up and move into different areas for round. -table discussions,
indlvidual and small group instruction, and help. Independent study
is also valuable and many new methods are being innovated in high
schools today where students are blocked. in carrels and. study booths
for concentration and study ea ay from their neighbors. Team teaching
gust make use of the teaching.learning process. The important factor
is the (ialk/XTY* of instruction.

High school teachers today spend 35 percent of the total class time
sia-g. On the national average 46 percent of the classroom time

is nt by the teacher leettating and talking. In a report on junior
high schools, the classroom vas found to be inhabited by a central
figure of authority. Teachers dominate the classroom today and the
voices of teachers are the sounds heard most often from outside the
classroom doors. Most of this lecturing is unplanned and unprepared
and. the students realize this.

What a waste of time when five different teachers teach the sans lesson.
How useless when ten or fifteen teachers are all monitoring tests! Why
not combine groups and hire lay people for monitoring. Thus, team
teacim's would have extra time to develop well-prep a.ved. lessons that
are interesting and effective.

Horace Mann reaized the importance of employing the eye more than the
ear. Today's teachers, as well as those of the future, nmst recognize
the dynamics of visual aids in the changing classroom.

Television is one of the greatest inventions of the age and yet its
uses have had been explored. In one study, 21 percent of the
students learned more from television than from a classroom teacher
experience; only 14. percent learned less.

6



Other visual aids may range frog the use of the overhead projector
to films. With creative imagination a teacher can develop interesting
and effective transparencies for time on the overhead projector. Z
arch more worthwhile a teacher is when he or she uses visual presents..
time on the overhead rather tkan holding a piece of per up in front
of the clam and asking, "Do you see the tb "rd row, tenth figure down?"

Other teaching aids include the use of microfilms to save space; taped
talks that are ode available to absentees or students wishing to
refresh their memories on important points; and programmed learning.

Tim new "Art of Teaching" Includes the new 3 "R's":

Reason
ReSteTat
Regiponuibility

This new "Art of Teaching" stresses the fact that we Mast recognize
individual differences: watch for ways of creative learning sad thinking,
and using ivw setboft of wadio-vi Isu.bis.presentations. (r highest J.,--fic-
tion consists of stimulating the student; old methods of recite and
regurgitation must be elirerkted.

ftaching must not be "machine" teachingteachers are not 18,.tsill
assters," 2he French psychologist, Piaget, recognised the importance
of peer group interaction and exchange of ideas among these peer groupambers. We, too, as teachers zast and shaula recognize ant utilizethis fact. Technological aids help very little unless teachem change
their lethods.

One of the oblige.tions of educators today is teaching teachers for the
schbefias of testorrow. And yet vs can't do today's job with yesterday's
methods.

* * *

KIL"atf RYAN

Instructor
8t ford University
(LA.Columbia Teachers College, 1965)

Professional, Activities:
Consultant, Par Western Smori.1 Schools Study Project
Consultant,. Notre Deere College, Belmont, California,

Professional ,organizations:
1111.140,14, PM*.

,,Olerican Bancational Research Association,



Innovations in %%Acker Education

Mr. Kevin Ryan

Teacher training is one of America's for busimesses. Nearly* beltof ow college students are prepared. for classroom teaching. llowever,
this massive endeavor hoz not been subjected to the type of close
scrutiny an evaluation that is.foreee amen a. butiliestat rftleher
education varies from university to university with each training
program pe'pet uatieg itself and its dogmas. What teacher training
needs is mach more exchange of ideas, much more evaluation orithat
they are doing and a each greater openness to technological i11110Vetiella

The Stanford leacher Education Program set out several rears ego todiscover the best in teacher education and to add to this the best of
technology. The program. is a fifth year internship that trains liberal
arts graduates for secoxulary school teaching. The candidates haveteaching responsibilities in public high schools at the same time they
are treensag eicakmic and education courses. Looked at fro& one pointof view, the internship proven has been a laboratory to try out newideas in the training of teachers.

Tim major theses have emerged from the work at Stanford, First, thereis as atteret to analyze the teaching act into component skill3, andthen to trade the beginning teacher in these skills. Second., besidesthe traditional methods of classroom instruction. and. supervision, thelatest in technology is used to help the beginnere acquire teachingskills.

There are six applications of the new technologies to teacher trainingthat seem most promising. First, micro-teaching, which, strictly'sliesking, is a process that is aided by technology. Micro-teachingis a scaled-dons teaching experience in which a beginner practices
VeriOW3 teaching skills with a. few students ibor a very short period.
of time. His teaching is video -taped and gone. over with his supervisor.The combination of a highly controlled teaching environment and theopportunity to view the besiegers' performances immediately has provedto be a forceful means of stating behavior change. Second, 35 an
cameras, armed with a timing device, can give the teacher and. the
researcher a pictorial record. of that occurred. at regular intervalsdwiruz a class period. We have found, this particularly effective inmaking teach rd. aware of the attending behavior of their etue.f.ents,Third, portable video-tape recorders are used by university personnelto record. what actually happens in the claesroa of its beginningteachers. Not only does this method of observation have great researchpotential, but it has added a valuable dimension to supervision. Forone thing, supervisor and. teacher share a common from of referencewhen they view a tape recording. Further, the recording can be lookedat over and over. Tape recorders have become so portable that they
can be, brought into a classroom and set up between passing bells.Fourth, 3.6 rat situat T.on alternatives are films of teachers that
demonstrate teaching woblems. They are used to show trainees the

8



various wawys in which they can respond to teaching situations. The
attempt here is to show them a problem and have them develop alterna-
tive solutions to deal with the problem. Fifth, computers have been
employed to process data from the beginning teachers, front their
students as from their supervisors. These data are used as feedback
to the interns on their performance and as feedback to the program
directors on the effectiveness of the grogram.

A final word of _Tfarrdritt. nem. doer, act ,zAtac. teachsr training
program. Its potential value resides in our ability to intelligently
harness it to aid in the achievement of sound goals.

* * *

JAMES C. STONE

Professor of Education and Director of Teacher Education
University of California, Berkeley
(Ed.D.--$t aeford University, 194.9)

Professional Activities:
Accreditation Committee, California State Board of Education
frukairemi Teacher Education Division, Associate of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges
lord. Foundation, Teacher Education
President, California Co roil en. the Education of Teachers

Professional Organizations,:
Aosociation of Student Teachers
Visiting and Accrediting Committee, NCATE
State Commission on Teacher Education

Strategies for Change in Teacher Ed_haeltis--

Dr. James C. Stone

If the. nation's supply of teacher; is to keep pace with the, schools'
demand in terms of both quantity and quality, many changes are going
to have to be ride in the form and content of teacher education
within the next four' decades.

Several different strategies for change have been attempted. recen+Av,
among them criticism, coercion by state legislatures, research and
evaluation, and the use of venture capital or "seed money." This
report will discuss the Ford Foundation's fifteen years of experience
with the latter strategy, as it invested oye.r 70 million dollars in
grants to some 70 colleges and universities in this country to
initiate mat the Foundation has called a "breakthrough" in teacher
education.

9



For a report to be published this owing, the speaker has analyzed
the major accomplishments and shortcomings of the Ford effort.
Recognizing that there are sevo.?*1 failings, among tbem that most
students continue to receive their laboratory training in traditional
school systems under traditional forms of supervisim: the following
are some of the most important accomplishments of the innointtive
curriculum developed and implemented with Foundation support.

Pecause these experimental programs include extensive recruitment awl
earl ttil Rea estrett4 +11g limp" wHttegititaii CIrrali114 nbarv14 daiesta

particularly suited for the teaching profession. In capparison with
graduates of conventional, curriculums, only 50 percent of whom remain
in teaching meter three years, 85 percent of the 'breakthrough
gradates are still teaching after the same length of time.

2,2teird

Like their students, the staffs of most of these experimental programs
have been selected especiaLlly for their creative, flexible, yet
practical awareness of the needs of the profession and the schools.

Important characteristics of the -successful breatthrough curriculums
include their emhasis on the suibject matter preparation of teachers,
the development of ve internship and/or fifth year of professional
education, often concluding with a Master of Arts in Teaching type of
degree, the more realistic partnership of college and. public school
staffs in the students' teaching experience, and the nteamine-of staff
members in a planned program, as opposed to the separateness of
courses-and instructors typical of the conventional curriculum..

The Foundation also found that making grants to the colleges and the
public schools as separate institutiors is less effective in teacher
education than funding joint projects which require thl 'cooperation
of school and college staffs in an innovative experimental. program.

AU but two or three of the institutions studied. are continuing their
breakthrough programs even though the Ford. Foundation grant is no
longer available. Several have discounted. their conventional
curriculums in favor of the experimental ones. Their programs can
have, and have had., considerable "run off" on other schools and
collages which are now developing their own creative curriculums.
It is to be hoped that additional support for such teacher education
p..cograus will be forthcoir from the United States Department of
Education.

* * *
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Vocational Teacher Education

.LLIERTA KILL
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Nome Ficononrics Education
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Scholarship Comaittee)
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Imagination Innovations, and of Change

Dr. Alberta Rill

In this presentation examples were used from the field. of Now
Economics Education to disms: (1) the content of teacher education,
(2) measuring t4.0.01-.Ter ettetitivensse; (3) creative approaches to teacher
education, (4) teach.-.r fol-- the Plat Century, and (5) college and
university teacher etiocation.

Content c;:e* Teacher Eduttation

The wed for scholarship in the the Orr of education is of prime
importanea in the teacher education program. restrains and. tec.ching
are complex kinds of human behavior; there is a growing bony at
knowUdge concerning both. 'Which can and should be used for effective
tewhing.- Vocational education cannot afford. the lose of efficiency
*doh ccer.4.-s from using lay practitioners as teachers. Vocational
teachers alai) need. knowledge and skills in the area of employment
in which they are teaching, a comprehension of the relationship of
this occuvatiou to other aspects of our society, and understanding
of the legislative, poltdcal, technological, cultural, and d.emogra.
phical influences upon the occupational field.

Determining Teacher Effectiveness

Studies ,a.de to determine' the effectiveness of teachers usually have
h.ed as the end. goal, tbe develop tent of predicators for Use in selecting
prospective teachers. Such studies need to be improved but the idea
should. not be discarded. We could be much more confident in our



innovations if we really bow teacher characteristics and behaviors
which directly influence the success of vocational students.

An initial step in determining ultimate criteria is the development
of a philosophy of vocational education which would, provide rationale
for the criteria..

Creative Approaches to Teacher Education

The importance of each of the components of teacher education- -
vocational competence, general education, depth of knowledge in basic
disciplines used in the occupation, and professional preparation in
teachring--can be defended, novever, the patterns and the sequence
in which an individu.al gains competence in these various aspects Can
be greatly varied. We need to be able to plan "tailormaden programs
for individuals desiring to become teachers, who may have varied
backgrounds in education and. in oecupationai experience.

Uachers for the 21st Century

Persons who are prepared to teach in this year, 1966, can teach 30
years before the 21st Century! Preparing teachers for the 21st

Century is exciting and important but preparing teachers for the next
decade and next year is also the concern of teacher educators.

University Teacher Education

In:this presentation, the belief that public institutions of higher
ee ation, not any group with political, religiouso or economic
biases, should ply the major role in teacher education, was supported.
The need. to further improve cooperative working relationships with
health and welfare agencies, business and industry, and schools for
whom teachers are prepared was emphasized., and it was suggested. that

contribution of all social agencies to teacher education weds to
be clarified and utilized. However, the major responsibility should
be taken by public education.

* * *

RALPH MASON

CI lain:Ian
DiviBion of Business and Distributive Education
Indiana State University
(Ph.D.--University of Illinois, 1941)

Professional Activities:
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Professional Organizations:
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Illinois Vocational Associztion (president)
Indiana State Teac.bers Association
Indiana Vocational Association

New Deve nts and. Taxaavations in Vocational.

Wacher,E.erition

Dr. P.al-pu Mason

The diagram, Exhibit I and Exhibit 110 illustrate models or organi-
zation and operation for the cooperative method and for the project
setb.od. Teacher* s who are directly involved with these methods in
business education programs need. strength in the following: (1) s.
background in economics and management in addition toskill training,
(2) the ability and willingness to deal. directly with businessmen
and to train adults, (3) the ability said willingness to deal with
youth groups, and (4) special professional education in philosophy,
organization, administration, coordination, and methods of tee.ching
vocational uainess education. Points two mdd three suggest that
prospective vocational teachers are made aware of their responsi-
bilities so that only those committed to accepting these responsi-
bilities are encouraged to tae such teacher education. Points one
and four suggest certain course content.

Your guidelines should encourage programs of teacher education that
will stand evaluation by these four criteria.

13



EXIIIBIT I

TM COWAN IVR MR I SRCOMARY SCSOOLS

«erremaeomuMee....-

Cooperative Man

Organizational pattern for preparatory instruction
in which regularly scheduled part-time emplcriment
gives staents an opportunity to apply theory in
practice while developiaag competencies through
training on a job related, to their distributive
occupations Z. objectives.

"IMONAMOIMIMIIIImir

Career Developsmnt Job Curricu3ana

Vocationally Directed
Teaching 'in the

Classroom

Teaching Techniques Co-curricular
utilizing Students Activities

Participation , of D E C A

t..

Regular Part-Tine Job .

Related to Student , Cooperative Training
Occupational Objectives ') Avec:lent

Cooperative Method
Coordination of classroom instruction with a
series of on-the.job learning experiences
related to each students' occupational objective.

EXOloyment qualifications
(Competency at level of specific 1

occupational, objectives)

Career Developnent Soib131
i7ir-



THE PROBCT PUN IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

ftIMIMMM. 00.0*.

Proms ject Plan

I Organizatimal pattern for preparatory instruction
rich involves a regularly scheduled series at in-
dividually designed activities that give students
an opportunity to apply theory in practice awhile
developing competencies through projects related
to their distributive occupetiona objectives.

Basic Job Curriculums
Career Development Job Curriculums....atekr7-7

1*-- Vocationally Directed
Teaching in. the

Classroom

ITeaching' ftobnigues
Utilizing Student

Participation

Co-curricular
Activities
ofDECA

Regular4 Scheduled. I
Projects Related to = Project Training

Students' Occupational : Record
s Objectives

I
Project Method

Coordination of classroom instruction 'with
t a series of individually designed learning

activities or projects related. to students'
occupational objectives.-- 1141

Von!. ....wow..

Employment Qualifications
(Competency at level of epeelfie

occupational obiectivee.2_1/:h1.w.........

* * *
15
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Meeting Personnel Reeds in Occupational Education

Dr. Maurice Roney

The development of occupational education services is seriously haeroered
by a dearth of professional. leadership. The present system of teacher
education is not producing administrative personnel who understand
occupational. education. The major problem facing education to ay is
not simply a matter of providing classroom teachers; it is to make
occupational education a recognized public responsibility. To
accomplish this will require a better mix of technical and professional
content in the professional study program.

The program for public school teachers must include a comprehensive
study *of occupational education. By the slice token, the program for a
specialist in occupational education vast be given a broader program
with emphasis on the administrative prob3jeas involved in operating a
total Immtional program.

Because of the high level of technical ccetpetency required for the
occupational education specialist, m:uch of the professional study
program for these specialists must be deferred to the graduate
Protract.

One such source of potential. teaching and leadership talent is the two-
year post-high school program. Much of the specialized technical educa-
tion requirements can be provided by these schools. Selected graduates
of these schools can be brought to the professional education program
after an appropriate period of suceese...ul vc-rk experience, lath the
bactground of training and experience (neither of which can be provided
by teacher education institutions) the individual has a better under-
standiug of the needs of students. As a teacher, he can better

v.
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interpret occupational education needA to administrators, This
experience aliould give him ac, understanding of the specific require-
ments of occupations. The professional program can supply the
undarstwxling of educational -Processes and administrative practices.

!aperient* -trith 4 )rofessictal. tea sr education program, for technical
institute vadeates' at the Oklahoma State University, has been
encouragt This 335. eagee provam ha been &sigma to take full.
advantage o the technical content of the lower division work in
Le°31Mita.,1; :M-Ce etterriZeratew in engirserfaz tediROICia n nab -9'Giese Lt-t-
has the distinct advantage of bringing into the professional. paeogre*
penman vith backgrounds awl coman interests. Most imporkant
of all, these individuals tare an.appreciation for the unive
characteristics -and services of the 406-4iyear program. Itrobablty no
other background, would give an equal, understanding.

One of the persistent problems in occupational education is the
unavoidable competition--betreen schools-and industrial orgriaizations
for competent technical personnel. This, competition- is especially
severe in technical fields. lisecalearreate degree graduates in
.Technical Education are currently being offered starting salaries in
industry- irft to $700 per month, In opitecof this-obvious attractionto intastr;', 54 percent of the 80 0.5.11. Technical liducatiorn grktes
are in education work arid any 23 percent axe employed in industry.
In this connection it should. be noted-that-graduates -whose industrial
experiences have been limited to non-technical work are encouraged
to Obtain at least two years of technical. work experience-berm
making abdication for teaching positions.

* * *
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Kamm COLLINS

Wager, Educational Services
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IBK Corporation
New York, New York
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Mice Executive /Association (Board of Directors)

'..teineation Toward Productive Em loyment

Mr. Millard Collins

ueiness education is a broad, extensive field but there are basic
knowledges that employees must obtain before they enter the world of
work. It is most important that the distribution of goods and services
be considered. as a vital part of all business activities. Based. on
this philosophy, we cannot speak of a service area of business,
government, etc., without including the scope of business or office
education knowledgee needed in basic performance, specialized skills,
economic understanding, manufacturing and distributing of goods and
services.

Oftentimes we feel that we are compelled to follow the criteria set
by accrediting or other groups determining what will be taught.
However, there are no unirporc.ant jobs and most avgfitesses, whether
in sales, services, manufacturing, etc., include the functions of
general management, personnel, orge6nization, administration, financial;

research end development, manufacturing, legal, and long-rftge planning,
fterefores a core or block of subject matter areas by the Association
of Collegiate Schools of Business can be justified as en integrated
part of the training of people for office occupations.

Information or data processing serves as en aid in the improvement of
management decisions relating to each function, including the 'adminis-
trative or office functions. As the science of management advances,
management education must be developed in light of our present and
future economic system. Analogous to this is the change we have seen .

in the philosophy of sales management versus the marketing concept,
whereby marketing function provides the direction and climate in which
the sales will be realized.



Sere is a strong and growing trend. in may business enterprises today
to look at where and how office employees can and should be used more
effectively. Governmental agencies are also concerned with effective
office operation, handling, processing of words and data to-enable
them to meet their required objectives. Educational systems at the
local, state, and national levels ave J.--aquired to improve the effective-
ness of their office administration personnel. Educational institutions,
industrial training personnel, and the military have begun to refine
programmed instruction; closed. circuit television, realistic and

m44 sw.4 _ _ _
Nho .e.draaiewhase Gas.V.VaberALLAS %AV 156.1.4. CAUPLIWeWb

The gap between management education and those who work closely with
management mist not be broadened., but must be narrowed. to reduce costs
and insure effective operations. Realistic job analysis can provide
subject matter areas that should. be' taught. Office occupation skills
alone do not equip the modern office workers to receive a firm,
continuous employment. Business and office occupation teachers should
beep in mind. that no amount of guidance and. placement of students
can determine the exact career paths those students will follow.
Technological, changes have coshed business management to up-date
from manually operated. equipment to electrically operated. equipment,
fray batteries to transistors, etc. It is possible that textbooks of
the hard.-back type, may be replaced with units or blocks of information
to be studied? We should consider educating the total person for his
life in the world. of work. It should be recognized that this is nota saturation. Continued. growta and development will be required in
most progressive firms.

The number of well-qualified office employees is increasing but, are
the skills and knowledges changing? Row can these changes be more
quickly reflectad in the curriculums that we offer? Oftentimes we
push hard to have a typist reach 50, 60 or 70 words per minute onstraight copy, anti it may be shockinz to find that this same typist
will drop 15, 20 or 25 words ner minute on production or application
typing. Perhaps business teachers have the concept that production
typing may be an extension of speed development. Would it be wise to
refer to application typing, in which the teaching materials are
structured. to have a student repeat the application a number of time
in order to develop the standard. of productivity acceptable in thebusiness office?

Vombional office occupation teachers will have to be trained. in moreextensive skills. These teachers must impart not merely facts andbasic skills, but convey the attributes and values that are an integralpart t2 the student's performance on his initial job. A sixth sense
will have to be added--a time sense that corresponds more nearly to the
cceputar gathering, coding and de-coding of data at thousands of
characters per second. This is vital for the business student rather
than allowing him to think only in terms of his typewitten t...e. or
adding machine type.

Problem solving, case study, and logical analysis must be introduced.
in most areas of our basic and specific skill education together with
effective cannunications it there is to be success in managing a profit-
naking enterprica. Me ability to seek better Yaws of perforaJamg daily
tasks can be a rewarding experience for an office employee.

19
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Ale----77,50t-- stic 1.aceepliabraents to date, ard the expanding

opportunities of the future. aourse content should be revamped vith
close..coveration,e textbook publishers and other groups producing
media to'insuie'itexibility and. depth in each of the course.. Wm one
sessetgoneleor basis or teeehin&a. solid course should be looked
at to.':diOteraitie,,the Merit.; of two ontba, four, months, or perhaps two
to foini week. B160)0 of intOrmation to be Ittaighf should. be determitAcd,
and thin ahoi4.).(1lie, 0-veMing tritator in ti.oir icog it taloa to developstudt & 1e lieges, 1WWIAlfrtiet Miran
in oz* or includ4g,economic and consurser education,
shouldlie'conaideied'a'paft Of ti* tOtal'ithicatiOn of all stagliolats.

Nunierouil. r*.t0,0,04. haye been aide. to 10001, --0Wes and, tede-roa funds-Da-
,.

We all -74,0e's#FoNper -thantheylave wart teen
for the kt4,-'' of ófice ,0i1-fretsoos 440apation011 7::*siihautilix is to
make cer** :t 31 rogrs iit-,,,e*SeOis, -1)41031 areifieidott-ohi..

. ,
strong eucuØ& to Zrtt the totL expenditure. necessary
to stress M guarJ.a'tnst the possibility of obsaleacense
in our,hai4c,_rand.oiTice skilkeducations Vats, a closer working
relaionahi? beween busneas, governitent, and the total educational
Wet= shu34 and can be perfected.

.
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Office ....sms.21p es

Dr. Mrace Blacketace

In cur busy and expanding world, the office worker provides data for
decisions, supervises and controls activities, coordinates activities,
and provides comnication. The office work has no virture in itself,
but has value only in its ability to serve those who need the services.
No decision can be better than the information upon ebich it is based,
and the office worker is the "father of decisions."

Sle changing pace of our world and of our offices, too, have changed
the nature of office workers. Office automation is changing the speed.
with which we do our tasks and at the same time the way in which we do
then. The day of the q1.4.31 pen is gone; the day of the printout is
here. TUB requires a change in approach to education for office
occupations. It is no longer sufficient to train a person to type-
write a little, )snow the bookkeeping cycle, mid get along in some form'
of shorthand.

The overall purpose of education for office °cc, t,ions is to provide
the trained manpower needed to ?teat local, SW, And National needs
for Office workers. Office education is paste, a larger program of
vocations. education which is balanced in rel,tionship to local, State,
and National employsent structure.



in twm, voction1 dwrntiou i tn balance 1th the geil ednetion
of local, State, ad National prgrcms SpecificaUr, it is

neoestrnry to prorie a balanced. pzrazn of buaine eucaticn i te
schoola o tbd w1eiate uRport rn be provldM to those stu.enttth a objective iu office occupations. huth coies
eeoncnicr& general buss begirning pertoual ue typitir etc.,

of imortanee to the basic bw3ines side of Bine aton
Thir W?Otdi abiLitie3 which osibl effective citinht ine h i4ilied. erMroant if these subjects pert of ga1eion a e reee by all I blie tt to be
ther they d.ouby itporartl to those who vis £2 offi

Office i desig to the nee3 of society thoiitL&, fresher, d uii e&catio This eøon ieas toplont e czent of 1diviva1 th o rpatios in ubli
or ivate or orizatiois related. to th taUtatiftction of t1 office, ftcles such atiitts a
rtd. trieval of sur'ion and. coodirzation of office act±vitiesM eral c ication, nd the ti of intio

pation ethe.tion is ti il. of the Voti1 eationot of 1963 Its nature and. se sre spelled. ot in the At £nd. its
regulationa

This e cation ould. be e,vilab1 th the entii petz of bilit±esfxom the ry lz sl to the very high d cpetent sc1ol
students, those who have cp1td or left high chol, te who have
entered. the labor et net tining d. retrainir perscn With
special educational issdantaes, sM t chezs of otfce oupstio
sub jets, are the jor groups which cn expect service frt officeecation prox. Office caer ed.ucation i provid.e through

end. cuici.)s based. on the career obJective f the the enrollee,
includi subject rnatter and. raatical xperienee3 t1r'ough zthodoloyand. oraniation popriate to the level of in&tructiGn ath the natureof the enroUe.

The identification of the enrollee's career objective ±s in terns ofthose oupa.ti listed in the tio of Occipational itleB, or__ -- _*_ _ - -in newly ev.ierging and identified office occupations through suchciculas &s: Accounting and. Conttng Occupations; isiness DataProc satn ystens Oeaupations; Piling, Office Mch.tnes, and. GeMral
fice Clerical Occupations;

Xrifozmation Coti,nunication Occupations;caterials Bri Occupatizs Transporting, Storing, and Becoring
Pexsonel, Training and. Belated Occupations; Stenogmphic, Secretial,nd Relste6. Occupations; Supervisory and Administrative ?4anagement
Ciecupations yping &ud. Belated Occupations;. '2tscellaneoue Office
Occupations; and. Other Office Occupations not elsewhere classified.

The d.ucational cycle for office occupations starts frc an analysis of
the occupation and. its describion in behavioral tecns tr*2d.'into educational procedures, placed. into operation in and out of boo1througb planned learning eqeriences and. realistic opportunities to
se skills and knowleges, then placement in the world. of work, and

evaluated. on the bssis of success on the job.



A major problem for office occupatioss is found in teacher preparation,
as an educational program can be no better than the teaching =volved.
(Mc* tuts cn etipports ttgt Vaal of Wort by vrov:igling trace&
psi amtval werawfe-A i mati_-0-8 level efteatioual prow-wasp comprted
by tortim_f_.-d dasve vavettals toe mtvet biall
whoa, past.ohltra gebnol tmafi levrafsw, Vtio trid-riz tbo
oefive stacation teare aaatst vi to bainess stbool$ area
sehoslI t?-4-tftteel instituteti.cs, weorta with swiait ne.tio? seam
1.-itie---susp- eft? %le have a, aboaleav MAW tewhars
f- s 34val of imtrattitia- -dmit vaela e t witzi 3o. teach1m
enviraments,

fig inoreed, mitivities in office oemstiova adulation, For
k..4t *been ! "a t= State end alma stwarvisionplas &t levels, use of eurveyscoriativv e&nationp

group wogrwas tar persons with nitooia waft, abe4e
increased ent.--tollrent vith 730,CW persons rewtted in office

occupitions ettzgation:

It is too so= to meet each State. a x-ogram ot education for
office occupations rich .,moonaly earstr..s the entire slapetrum of
office mtivitica. War the Imvest of t major vocational education
programs, service is being provided tin otroy amps inaluding: high
school et adentsp ecopauts, youth and, adults in prevaratery and supple..
mntary program, and persons with evcial needs.

Mazy States sake caming att laudable programs to help students prepare
to enter and advrome in office careers. No two States use the sem

=T-ocedures and tecbniques c Whim the same organizational lathe
individu.a1.17, meeting with the needs of their citizens, striving to
work out the problems of a new orientation, the States are mating a
success of education for office occupations.

* * *

Project Coordinator
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Chief, Technical and Vocational Education much, Viet gam
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State

Professional Organizations:
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!he 1JSG sn Research in Teacher EditionUL - --

Dr. Sidney Bigh

L1 to Vc& this b*tii er dt1th tLettt%r offie citi
L ot 3() 1965, riy L91 htt

et &iUy fl tM ibtu. y
frct tt

ti ro'L t pii t 1 1 ay frtox. fliri to ov ne t1ithn o1L for izi&tia1
rt in te of tti all t fr

ii tt? 78 to trth ir
Lting ine aratir) to ri'ti thz

t tmtti tttt* tLi& (b
iti* tiOit3)

iite tL &Zions rfrmn 1e thu degee.
eto, the beM t high cboo1 11 is abt

c go. bve helL Ls tx that level ll the
to a aiI1L tinig tr h1h school rtats.

We hive a wide ctrri of the øeipational era7, Therefore,
ba dividei the types of projects into three primary areas of

occtionl trethiu. Ffrst are the eloxt oportunities. This
brtnch concentrates on sponsoring research projects to see wiat the
labor force looks like, the current structure of the labor force, wbat
kinds of oba are now short of traiizd. people, and where the shortages
will lie five to ten years frc now. Second are esourcea WIat
are the av,41ble resources for vocationa3.p grass? What are
their sociolcgicr1 as well as psychological characteristics? There
is lot of i'eseer'cb needed in this area, especially song sc of the
disadvantaged 'oups Third are educ aLresources. %ia branch
is concerned, with the tra.fniig processes bfhicb this raw material
would moveLsthe kind, of curriculia to fit
these people and the kind.s of skills needed to enter the labor force.

Our activities are divided. into erthin priority areas. Par this tiscl
year, taj priority is in the ea of rowth and. evaluatici. As you ow,
in 3.968 e have to submit to t3on'ess an ewluaton of the cbanes that
have occurred in vocational education as a result of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963. A secucd. ior1ty area is c icii1im experiinta..
tion4 !hie includes better wars of organizing curriciluas aM better

of training ecple to perform specific tunction.

So of you are probably aware that the Bureau plane an Educational
Research Thtxmation Center to try to take advantage of acne of
beet modern techniques of storage and retrieval of information in
orz' to ma the finlings of educational research av t3.b to
lasted. people.



The Bureau of Research has about 100 million dollars for educational
research. That news that by the end. of five years we will have a
half billion dollars worth of educational research findings. You
can see the importance of htwing a viable storage and retrieval system
to store all. -the findings as a result of this expenditure. So Vie
IMIC system is on the drawing board. right now and many of us are hope-

txu; it will accomplish. this job that we must do.

One of the projects which was funded for latt summer had to do with
perwiargei rtztcruitteut tud deyelcria-teri.t. We had ririviraris to pmdeirc
office education teachers for teaching business electronic data
processing at Miami, Florida, Colorado, North Carolina, Wisconsin, and
California. The cuurses offered were short, intensive training programs
c eight weeks in length.

We have only four or five proposals for a lam-range basic type of
research in the teacher education field and. nearly e..11. of those deal
with problems associated with teaching the disadvantaged' students in
order to make existing teachers better aware df their problems and
how to handle them.

We do not have any proposals for basic research in the teacher education
process. We 'would like very much to see some proposals which get at
some of .the basic problems of recruiting suitable people and preparing
then to teach.

Tie types of proposals we are looking for are ones that woad be a
radical, departure. An example would be a lay to train people far
more effectively in far less time. We need something that wctuld
represent a real breakthrough in teacher education either across
the board or in one segment of vocational education. Projects of
this type, I am sure, would receive very favorable consideration.

We are brokers in research. We are interested in groups such as
yours...groups which are anxious to receive proposals in order to
attack the significant problems in your own professional. area.

* * *

MOLE SMONG

Assistant Director
Program Services
Department ,of Reath, education and Welfare
II. S. Office of Education.
Washington, D. G. .
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Commonalities of Vocaticsal. Teacher Education programs

Dr. 24erle Strong

Nor I begin by expressing thanks to Dr. Cook and his staff for the
hard worktthey have done in making this conference and the activities
that are to follow possible. Several of us in the Division as well
as many of the leaders across the Nation in Office Education have
felt the need to explore in depth the strengths and, perhaps, the
shortcomings of present teacher education programs in office Education
in order to chart a more effective course. This meeting and the
activities that are to follow give promise to playing the key role
in charting the course. May I again say thanks to Dr. Fred Cook
and his staff; to Dr. Mate.kstone for his foresight in identifying
Fred Cook as a logical plarkner and host for the activity as well
as far his leadership in office occupations and last, but not least:
thanks to Dr. High and the staff of .the Research .Division for being
receptive to funding the proposal.

The following are seen as cormonalities in vocational teacher education
among the various services.

The Vocational. Education Act of 1963 is concerned with training for
gainful employment without respect for traditional service categories
such as office occupations, distributive education, agriculture, etc.
The same can be said of other acts for which our =ice has a responsi-
bility In.d for which you, as teacher elucators, have a concern.
Programs under all of the vocational education acts have as their
goal "training for gainful. employment" which is, actually, the
development of saleable skills and knowledge. All vocational services
deal with training for occupations t only within the services
described, but for occupations that cut across one or more of our
traditional. services. There is a lot of talk about the ccubination
of agriculture and business, for example, with a good. umber of
programs already in operation.

All of our services deal. with programs of various types and at various
levels

high school. programs
programs for those who have completed or left high school
adult programs for training and re-training
programs for ;he socio-economic or otherwise disadvantaged

groups.

We are concerned, also, with training in the ancillary services which
include teacher education, and the training of leadarship personnel,
such as, supervisors, directors, etc. We are concerned thAtabotikadheth
be 1;11.4o-date in terms of practices in business, inatistry, etc. We
are concerned' not only with the hie: school in-school program but
with training programs under the Manpower Development and Training
Act and the involved training programs of AppkIlichicand-.Otliera.
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Tod /'s training pro c:ma must be involved with things as well as
concepts. W require the we of up-to' -date evil:Avant. In Vocations].
Education, there an challenges not faced in any other aXemi.eftlie
ore dealing in areas of training in which teachers theaseavem are
cclipetent to be employable in the occupations for which they are
teaching. Bci of you nay debate this but I a convinced tbst
order to have an effective training program, teachers rust have C
continued contact nth business and industryto Imep up to date on
what's vier and what's going on. The use of an Advisory ComvitWe
is a very ise.iptui. xtractice.

We are dealing in programs for lehich teachers have responsibility
for Ylacement. Under the Vocational Idtbsicatioo, Act of 1963, there
is all agreesan.t between the State Iapartments of Education and
the Bureau of Employment Swurity. However, I do not believe that
vocational teachers can delegate the responsibility for placement
of students. It is a cooperative activity, vs, but it is our
responsibility.

Our program are evaluated, to a mat degree, on the success mfte
th_eJj_.oib of the staideut when he or she 'leaves the Treogrannis

eTaluationsonething immolate and corrtiriuous.

Another comonallty in vocational education programs is that an
of am proms involve some ktnd of shop or rstory type
fac.-1.1.M. Dot, but not Ur t, our curricu3xm met be based on
the needs of sua occupation or a cluster of related. occupation
With content identified by some type of arta34reis, 9tese o acme
of the costb..."calities, as I see them.

* * *



al and State Su

VISLIE WE=

Director, Business Education
Detroit Public Schools
De#roit, Michigan
N.3.--Universit7 of Michigan, 1932)

Professional Activities:
Weber, Michigan Vocational.Teebnical Curricula= Committee
Principle Adviso2.7 Camnittee, MOS
Workshop Consultent, Eastern Michiem University, Michigan

State Dnivsrsity, Weotne State 'University

Professional Organizatious:
Eastern Business Tetacbftra Association
Michigan Education Association
National 11111111DMIS Education Association (Executive 3.1eat.)
North-Central Butainass Education. Association (Executive Board)

Office iermEttolt Teacher Education
Frost a CAL

Mr. labile Whale

Me following are sane major considerations for the preparation of
office occupations teachers from a c:t.tzve supervisorts point of view:

1. DESIGN PROGRAMS TO Mil l& T RECIMIMMS D211.M.P.,11 EY vilE
itittymiz CRANGING ATV ADVANCIM SOB:em...60trimAra IMEROVEMENS.

Office occupations teacher education programs muo.-t recognize
the impact of automation., the number and varieties of oppme-
tunities for emplomnt, and the rapidity of technological
improvenents.

PTIOTBE oppostawn FOR MS'S TO MOSE TR MCKCMXIND
wnz ENANS SIEN TO =1ST TO TIM NEEDS Ctio OM ME RANGE

AILMITIES AID BACKGROUNDS O ARS PREPARING Put
ow JOBS IN +MRS ONNIPATION3.

Detroit is typical of large cities in its concern for mils
law do not respond to traditional. prwarts. Ore approafth to
meting this problem is observedd, in the Great Cities School
Dorovesent program which now involves 27 schools. *sae
saw are mostly in the central core of the problem-rid/len
area of iue city vhere achievexent levels are low, students
are overage, failure rates are high, attendance poor, and hate
and community environments exe often inadequate.
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3. PROVIDE 'e OPPORTUITITY FOR ALL Cara& =Pam MUMS TO
ORGANrZE, CREAM, AID UM= 14A2SRULS FM USE WPIE MI MIL
AND 14EINCOS Ct? INSTINCT ION.

Office occupations teachers need to be prepared to cope with
new media and methods of instruction such az: team teachim
use of electronic laboratory equipment; programmed instructional
moterials; demonstrating at the typewriter and other office
maehines; writing good shorthand outlines at the chalk board
or on acetate rolls; sponsoring "tripe that teach" to business
and' industry; trearereese of the numerous reports, homeroom duties,
club sponsorships, and other curricular activities that a a
definite but unlisted part of the teaching load; and. skill in
6-valuation. techniques.

4. REWIRE ALL OPTIag OCCUPATIONS MUMS TO ERVEWP PROPICIENCY
ix Tag use OF MB NEW ILIA. BY "RANDS-Or EXPERIENCE.

his point is closely related. to the last one but has been listed
se.irately in order to stress the importance of =king provision
for "hands-on" experience for new media. It is core= to con-
front some opposition to the new media that a teacher finds
available, but it is usue.11y caused 1.7 lack of first-hand
acqualetance.

It would seem relvisable that sue. office teacher education
prover:La should include operational experience on au new
media and equipment in current use.

5. PMEPARS TIRACHERS Pati VOCATIONAL
COORDINATION AND OBER REINBURSA331E
'Men= Aer. CP 1963.

worm TO RANDLE WEB
°GRANS INCER TM VOCATIONAL

It is necessary to prepare teachers for vocational certification
to handle the cooperative office coordination and related subject
areas plus the other reimbursable programs under the various
state education "plans of interpretation" of the Vocational
Education Act of 1963.

It is also necessary that the business program maintain. & proper
balance between the (1) development of the batkground. under-
standing of basic business, economic concepts, and personal
business knowledees that are essential for al/ individuals, as
this represents approxiesesitly two-thirds of our total enroll--
seats in business education on the secoedery level, end the
(2) developpent oe effective office and service occupational
skills for initial employment and hopefully for advancement
in the occupation which includes approximately one-third of
business education enrollees. Preparation for both of these
cosrponents needs to be included in teacher education.



6. PREPARE MIENS TEACHERS RATHER THAN ISOLATED
11110ARECringi7 riarPaiD CAPABLE or =Mg
saunas /ARNING (mums, anus mauves)
OCCUPA2IONAL AREA AS =WM BY D.O.T.

CT 231AZHCRS

OF .A3 eirrICE

Office occupations teachers should be prepared to select and
to organize courses or units of instruction that from
traditional patterns. Students sexy be better prepared for
occupational success through teaching that presents skills,

loacrwledges, job wisdos., and acceptable work habits and
attitudes as an intensified, integratedai and unified whole.

In this kind, of program, there will. be much less alphas
teaching subject natter as such, but there will be gre
emb.asis on learning within the individual.

THE 11IPCMANGS GP PRWESSIONAL IrsAIERSIaP AMONG C671C11

is on
ter

PATIO NS TICAOBERS IS INDICATE) BY THE FOLIO/NO CHAIZENGES:

To be alert to chance; to devaop breadth and depth program;
to utilize community resources; to adjust content to slow.
learner needs; to motivate low-level achievers; to met employ-
ment trends and demands; to provide for continuous evaluation
of new and on-going programs; and to develop better communi-
cation and articulation between various administrative levels
and the various publics to be served.

The well-prepared office occupations teacher is one who bows modern
office technology; who can use and develop new instructional maters
and methods; who has a nemanablia level of tolerance for stddent control;
who is flexible, creative, and open-minded to change; and Who has a
professional attitude that is conducive to the improvement of instrmefttion. Tn. the final smaysis, anything good. that happens in the class-
room is the result of the teacher.

It is mandatory that our educational offerings keep in "tuna" with
the ever-changing World of Work opportunities for entry office
occupations.

Tin °balance for preparation of office occupations teachers is to
develop professionally minded individuals who have leadership
wspirations, abilittes, and preparation, and. who axe creative inno-
vators and experimental doers.

It we are to svrvive coupetitive struggle fora reasonable
amount of ttierto prepare office students for entry jobs, it is
imperative that we think wisely, plan big, Nid, act promptly':

* * *
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ROLeRT =MASER

State Supervisor
State Department of Education
Vocational. Education Division
Co linabus, Ohio
(M.A.--Ohio State University, 1952)

Professional. Activities:
Vomit/tent, United. States Office of Education, 1965

Professional Organizations:
American Vocational Association
Delta Pi Epsilon
NASB (President)

Me State rvisor and Teacher Education

145. Robert Balthasar

A state supervisor tries to simplify the problems at teactzr education
to a point where action can be taken on an evolutionary Re
mast work with State Plans, certification, approvals, stonsiarde, and
evaluation. So he looks for trends to pick the tenor of movement.

Fresently, it seems that the trends in education, and necifically in
Business and Office Education, fall into the following problem areas:

Content - Collegiate schools of business are moving too far "up"
---ISIsanagezent concept ladder in teaching content needed. for

high school teacher preparation.
Methods - The above movement in content is being paralleled. by

a 16.17:oral education" movement in liberal acts circles who
say that it is unnecessary to learn how to teach. Ezsedna-
tion of almost every teacher education undergraduate curriovlum
will show a dearth of business teacher methods courses.

Student Teacher Supervision General supervision of student
tescheErMillai.To.41.1%ThunI. IA to the development of trained
teachers but serves only to "take attendance,"

First-Year Teachers - Delegation of sunervision of teachers in
or teaching should. be teacher education

oriented. end controlled. Yet, this crucial. year is not being
served. by the colleges.

Education for Education's ..;.lake - General education produces nothing
tWlmirrem-rio-Yc d in the United. States to saw

vocational objective. The technological deviaw-nownt in this
country precludes change, as it precludes that sore:gone uses
those developments.

10 dative Action At all levels, local state, and nation a3.,
e ~la ora7volved in ballot boxes at with legislstors.
Presenting a practical, political image and viewpoint is not
always easy for educators.
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use problems must be translated into change, modifying, blocking,
or sore other type of action by Business and Office Education teacher
educators. It becomes evident that the following action is necessary:

1. Change teacher education to be off-campus oriented. The
teacher educator must be in the field as well as in the
classroom.

2. It is time this country realizes that everyone does not need
04, any in our educational4. A% 101/6 AMP.* .0101.0*. ear reiortk

system.

3. Our knowledge, following point 2, could be "stacked." on a
spiraling approach based on need of the individual rather
than the educational system.

4. A step -by -step approach is needed whereby we identify terminal
cutoffs at all levels for economic self-sufficiewy for each
individual. Another way of saying this is that all persons
should. be able to work at any educational level. Mai-off.

5. Since the generalists seem to have control of college curriculum,
it may be the point for Business and. Office educators to lead
off in a 5-year program of teacher education along the lines
of an internship approach.

6. In addition to the present well-structured subject teaching
approach given our teachers, a total program approach based
on the needs of their students should be set in motion.

7. Business and Office Education student teachers should-be
supervised in their student teaching by Business and. Office
Yftcation teacher educators. Also, this function should be
extended to the college supervision of first year teachers.

8. We should. examine the possibility of returning content to
teacher education college control, or move to incorporate th,,
technical 2-year programs currently developing in our community
colleges or technical institutes as "pre-teacher educaticf
content. Aftev this 2-year program, selected students could
move into the "academic" college for final teacher education
training.

9. Department control of the content is mandatory. But, in addi-
tion, within these departments, we must move to examine and
wily psychological findings available in .other areas of
research and investigation unrelated to education. This is
not being done nor has it been done since the late "teen"
and "twenties:"



including education., is on3sy u strong as its weakest
3.inL''''*isinose an Office Education is that part of business
ed:lication,preliSiringImeom. to work in the office'and al.erical jobs
whi.di Control. tlos noir of ,information and r co r_ ins thg.a, caveat
alid, t xe If04401:,--,Tbe' kfeekehe.i.0-,.0--tbkoe4DOPle ate, Pretou'44 b our
college,;` and?the 4"ullingirc3,e :realization-that the Umber educators
are isPo:ONIt Uic.the., cycle emphasise what Olivia Coolidgt once said;
"The bueimee Of 'the, Untied States, is.,-bUs, insert. tl

* * *



Conan 'tants

DO MILD MISER (Region I)

Associate Professor and Chairman
Division of Secreta rial Studies
Boston University
{.8.-- Boston University, 1960)

Professional. Activities:

Advisor, National Secretaries Association, deacon Hill Chapter

Professional Organisations:
Delta Pi Epsilon (President, epsilon Chapter)
Eastern Business Teachers Association
Institute for Certifying Secretaries (Examining Supervisor)
Phi Delta Kappa

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. Donald Stather

High school teachers often assert that teacher educators are impractical.
They say that tin average teacher educator doesn't know high school
students, that be does not consider the relatively Immaturity level
of the high school student while training high school teachers, and
that he is not realistic about the high school student in terms of
quality. /his is often trw of an educator long removed from high
school teaching.

It has been my cbservation that business teachers seem to fall largely
into two classifications. There are those who may be rated as good,
to excellent. They use satisfactory,' 'odern teChniquee of teaching.
There are, on the other band, the subpar teachers, those who use
archaic methods of teaching. The subspar teachers are often clustered
within a school. It is the latter group which often complains of the
above-noted deficiency in business educators, although the Complaint
is sometimes heard among the better teachers as well.

At any rate, the teachers who most need "refreshinewon't "come to
the bell,` They won't take the methods refresher courses. They assert
that the refresher courses are impractical and, that the business
educator is impractical.

How can we overcome this problem? Them are probably many ways. May
I suggest one: The teacher educator, as part of his tot. .teaching
program, should to allowed, encouraged, or reak.,ired to tea* asub, ectonatter ,course at the , secondary level once,,,every peyeral years.
e -co,uld.,teach a regular day course or a special_ course,Ogekred in the

late; afternoon, the evening, or on Saturday. It could? be any class
of :hiWachool Etudents, but it should include, average, ):telov-average,
and above.Average students.



The educator would get the opportunity to see how his rvthods work.
inepractice. He would also learn a good deal, using for his labora-
tory what the secondary-school teacher refers to as a "real" class.
High school teachers and student teachers could observe the class in
mtall groups. If the course were offered in the late afternoon or
in the evening, many teachers from many schools within the educator's
gel:seraphic area could take turns observing. Discussion sessionscould be held periodically, involving the business educator, student
teachers, and the teachers who have observed the class.

By "practicing what he preaches," the teacher educator could improvehis methods courses and, at the saw time, prove that he is a realist
and not a dreamer.

ESTE= POPHAM (Region II)

Pr ()tensor and Chairman
Department of Business Eft.cation
Hunter College
(Ph.D.New York University, 1941)

Professional Activities:
Chairman Pib1ieations Committee, National Business

Education As
Institute for Certifying Secretaries
Member, Delta Pi Epsilon, Research Award Committee

Professional Organizations:
Delta Pt Epsilon
Eastern Business Teachers Association (Vice President)
National Secretaries Association (Ronorary leesiber)

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. Estelle Popham

The problem of getting quality education has disturbed me as theconference has gone on, because we have so many new things to do andso maw problems confronting us. But, we shall have a real problemin the quality of education. Oar Dean and Committee sent around aquestionnaire asking us to consider a possibility of offering honorscourses in all departments: of the college. We were to think aboutwhether or not we could legitimately and feasibly give these honorscourses in the undeveraduate program. The philosophy behind this,I think, is that it is increasingly important-,to- have independenttstudlee. ,,fleese vare coming in the better' inititutionete- Colleges
are =going to move more sand ntore. Toward direetedi serIf-delelopment.
Nobody should be ItLvuluated with honors who 'dennet'doindependent.-studies.-Wa were asked to make reccomandation -for our dittartient
as to whether or not ire: ,catild:Foffer,honors Coarsee tigict;4ustit'
them Zee. our majorse. and hcer it eoulid:be 'worked 'out. Yes, the'
answer. is. £ .Iink. ere ea k` ,t
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Our students can make business applications in certain caarse
content. It might be that tbese will be related to the economics
department because this is a liberal arts college and see have sxt

interdepartmental major. We can do independent studies in economics
only were can do them in business education only, or, these could
be in relation to any other program such as applied psyahologyvhere
there is a legitimate affiliation. This would not be a tutorial st-

up. There ntght be a seminar-shared experienee. The program would
be administered by a committee amd not just through one person, and
T +_%4 'hi et %trim 1 IfrYtole ea it vary via

We .were trying to think of things we could do: investigations of the

jobs in our area, analysis of procedures writing, analysis of inditction
materials, secretarial problems, studies of job aspiration by, students

in the area of communications. In my opinion, this is superios to the
traditional classes as a means of learning.

I'm concerned with the total education of business teachers and not
practitioner-level training, and I think we should not downgrade our
education as a result of the Vocational Education Act. We should:all
be focusing on long-range training, and the real reason that. I'm con-
cerned. about this for my institution is that I think this will give.

status to our department along with other departments.

J. CURTIS HALL (Region III)

Dean., School of Business
Hi ehmond Professional Institute
(Ed.D_-- Columbia University, 1956)

Professional Activities:
Consultant, Business Education Service, State Department

of Education, Virginia
Consultant, Virginia Schools

Professional Organizations:
American Vocational Association
Southern Business Education Association (First Vice President)
Virginia Business Education Association

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. J. Curtis Hall

I feel very much like the janitor in the drugstore I knew down in
Bleckaburg, Virginia. He was a very retiring little man ands:Nays
kept in the backgrounds One day the phermacisfand he were the only
two left in the drugstore, and the pharmaCist said to aim, "I've got
to go across the street. It will only take me five minutes. Will
you take care of things while. I'm gone?" Very reluctantly, the janitor
saidl "Yes." lib sooner had the man gone out the door than the phone

rang. A lady's voice asked, "Do you have salicylic acid in tablet
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form?" The janitor said, "Lady, when I said 'Hello,' I done told youall I know about this place. And when I told you that joke, "I done
told you about all I have to say." I figured if I used one minute thitway I might get through this talk. In my first approach to this, Itried to think of as many excuses as I could for not having much tosay. I finally decided that I did. not have an excuse for being stupid,so I'll have to try.

Since we said we could do something far out if we liked, I have a
startling proposal for you. I propose that we abolie, businessteacher efteetien--ee we ?refer 4 t teelay. Nov what I're- saying is fleet
there should be no standard program of business education and thatall of this "stuff" about listing courses should. go. I'm talking
about so many credits in this and so many credits in that, and so on.
lihat we need is the kind of undergraduate business teacher education
programs the home economics people are talking about for the mature
adult,. We need programs tailored to the needs of the people who are
coming into them. let's stop talking about six credits in English,
twelve credits in English or two years in Englishc. let's talk about
the competency in communications that we need. Perhaps some studentswon't have to take any of these courses in college. Maybe some will
not have to take any accounting. Nay-be they already know enough to
meet the minimum that we have set up.

Now where do you start with a program like this? Start where we are.It is very simple. Take one of the programs you have in your school,
or yours, yours, yours, or anybody else's. Add up all of the coursesand. then try to figure out 'what the students are getting from allthose courses you are giving them now. You don't have to start fromscratch, you see. What are they getting now? Let's see if we canfigure it out and say, "Okay.* that is what ve'll aim for ...that kindof canpetency." And then let's see if we can set up some device to
measure how much of it they have when they come to us. It could bethat we can cut out much of what we are doing now. There are oneof two results from this: We either cut down the amount of time ittakes to prepare teachers, or we can prepare much better teachers inthe same length of time.

* * *

GEORGE WAGONER (Region IV)

Professor and Head, Business and Distributive Education
and Office Mministretion

University of Tennessee
(4.8,--Indiana University, 1940)

Professional Activities:
Advisory Board, Vocational Office Occupations in

Tennessee
Institete for Certify*eg Secretaries
Researeh Consultant, lia,tional Secretaries Association
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Professional. Organizations:
American Eduction Research Association
American Vocational Association
Delta Pi Bpsilun (Sponsor, MU. Chapter)
Pi Omega Pi

Presentation of Guidelines

Professor George Wagoner

I want to make four suggestions which are riot innovating, but I
this sis they are simple, possible, reasonable, and workable.

The prinicples of data processingunit record and computer pro-
grammingshould be a part of every business teacher educator
program. Business teachers should understand school applications
as v'ell as business applications and be confident to advise the school
on improving records, processing on machines, and such things as
test analysis, gradir.,4, and class scheduling. We find that this is
easy to accomplish.

We have already been told that teachers teach as they hove been
taught. Take advantage of this: One of the required courses in this
program should include several units is which good. programmed inallieues
'Um- is provided. One course in our curriculum should be handled. on
a sound team teaching basis. One or more courses should be planned
always to include the use of visual aids, overhead projector, or
other aids which we .expect our prospective teachers to use. One
course should be set up on an individualized instruction basis such
as office machines. In this course they can see how progress
records are handled and the planning which should go with individu.
sifted instruction.

No vocational office education teacher should be approved within a
four-year teacher education program. Teaching experience, technical
education, and professional education on the graduate level should
be required for full certification. I have believed this for years,
and I still think it is true.

Upgrade the teachers in the field who already have degrees. A
teacher in the field. who has already graduated should meet certain
technical and professional education requirements. Technical back.
ground shouid be demonstrated either in courses having been taken in
the last three or four.years or by proficiency examinations. On the
professional education side, methods and so on might be dentonstratad
by satisfactory courses within the last four years. Continuing edu-
cation should be upected of these people to retain their certification.
I don't know what other vocational areas have been found to be desirable
over the years, but I request six quarter hours or a couple of courses
each year.

* * *
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FRANK LANHAM (Region v)

Associate Prfoessor of Education
University of Michigan

(Pre.D.--University of NIchigen 1956)

Professional Activities:

Accrediestion and Curriculum Consultant, 15 Public
Schools, 1965-66

Advisory Committee, DREGS
President, Research Division, National Businese Education

Association
Research Conmittee, Delta P1 Epsilon

Professional Organizations:
Delta Pi Epsilon

Michigan Business Education Association

North-Central Business Education Association (Vice President)
Phi Delta Kappa
Phi Kappa Pi
Pi Omega Pi

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. Frank Lanham

I was motivated this morning about the need for manpower projection
suggested by Lt. High. I remember Michigan Bell Telephone Company
suggesting some time ago that it would take about three times as many
women than there are in Michegan to operate the telephone system here
in our state. Automation and regrouping of people have helped to keep
this industry operating. But let's relate the foregoing to education.
I heard recently that as many as one-half of our college graduates will
be needed to man our classrooms in the schools at the rate of our
present grorth. I do not believe it. Therefore, I'm going to nake
these propositions. You can agree with them or not.

The number of business teachers during the text 25 years will
remain static. The number of business students served may triple
or quadrsple. Not all of the increase in students will be
handled through automation. There will be'added to the teaching
profession an increasing number of educational technologists with
job classifications yet to be identified. Yet, I suspect that these
new classifications will cross all educational fields.

Now if the above propositions are true and if we should be working
across all educational disciplines to develop the specialists we
need to support us, this particular conference is probably structured
the wrong way. lie're working from the top to-the bottom in one
field--business education--rather than across fields. You might
call this conference "vertical fragmentation" and what we need
is "horizontal integration."
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To identify the supporting technicians needed by business education
of the future, horizontal integration is needed. Thus, by crossing
fields, we will find the common tasks in the total field of
education on which the educational technologist job classification
can be built.

* * *

JAMES NARNAS (Region VI)

Professor and Chairman, Department of Business Education
and Office Administration

Acting Director, Center for Economic Education
St. Cloud State Teachers College
(Ed.D.--Stanford University, 1961)

Professional Activities:
Initiator and Developer, Center for 3conomic Education,

St. Cloud. State Teachers College
Project Consultant, Evaluation of Block Scheduling vs.44M

Traditional Procedures for Teaching High School Office
Courses

Professional Organizations:
Dalta Pi Epsilon (Research Committee)
Institutional Grants and Research Committee
Minnesota Business Education Association
Mina

_Business
I.Zace.tion Planning and Research Co=ittee

North-Central Business Education Association
Phi Delta Kappa

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. James }dermas

Fred follows this little adage: "He :rho thinks by the inch and talksby the yard will be dealt with by the foot." That is why he haslimited us each to four minutes. I, too, would like to emphasize theneed to develop the objectives for our various programs in overt
behaviorit4 terms. I believe that most of the work we do in this
area at the present time is too general to be truly useful in termsof developing vital business education programs on the high school
level and on other levels as well. I ask the vesticse, "Why do we
use euccessful completion of courses as the basis for success in con-nection with our program?" Would we not be better to base our programsupon the behavioral coape.tencies we want to develop in our students
in general. education programs, office programs, and basic business
and economic programs? To do this requires that we speoificaUy define
what we propose to do in overt behavioral terms; develop"Progrisas,
content, methods, and techniques to implement the desired behavior;and finally evaluate on the basis of these objectives. Meeting theobjectives would he the basis for completion, rather than a specificcourse.

1
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Second, I would recommend that our business teacher education program
should include at least a one-year internship. The internships might
be handled in various ways. Arrangements might first be made with
appropriate schools that indicate interest and enthusiasm about an
internship program. A master teacher, or master teachers depending
upon the areas involved,, could be employed in business education as
well as other areas to work with the interns within that school.

Many of ishe things which we have been talking about at this conference--
innevaaieg, using audio-viaeal aidd upprupriately, tem] tuuching, and
other approaches of this kindcould be incorporated during the intern-
ship year. Work experience opportunities could also be provided.
The master teacher or teachers would help the intern develop himself
for effective teaching and be allowed time to perform this function
appropriately. A team of college consultants would be established
and be available for consultation, Consultants would represent the
specialized areas in the program of the intern. A fringe benefit of
such a plan would be the impact it would have upon other teachers
within the educational system in which the intern works. This would
facilitate bringing about appropriate chenge in educational programs.

Third, I believe we must Cie a better job of orienting prospective
teachers to their public relations role. We have done very litte
in this area. Most of our activities in this regard are confined to
our professional ranks. We write for our colleagues, we talk for
our colleagues, and we meet with our colleagues. We do not coward-
cate well with the public.

Fourth, I would emphasize that we do something about brideing the gap
between what we refer to as basic business education and economic
education. As 'business teachers, we do a much bettms job of teaching
personal finance and consumer education topics; we do a poorer job
in the societal economics area. Both are equally important. I
would recommend that as business educators we develop materials and
methods that will integrate applied economics with the societal. For
example, when we talk about personal and family money management, we
talk about budgeting, making decisions'. concerning money, and related
topics. Seldom, however, An we .he le whet I cnnsI err necessary
step beyond -- discussing how budgeting on the national level differs
from budgeting on a persoeal or family level azal. why. The )34/11 that
government must always balance its budget is common today, A similar
approach should be followed when we teach or talk about credit, bank -
ing, taxation, and. other basic business topics. More careful plannieg
and commitment in the basic business area is needed if we are to
improve this area significantly during the next decade.

* * *

WILLIAM P a ARIC (Region yin)

Professor and Head of Business Education and Secretarial
Adelinistration Department

Tees Technological College
(Ph.D.Nev York University, 1.956)



Professional Activities:
Advisory Committee to the Commissioner for Vocational

Education, Business Education, State of Texas
Regional Board of Examiners, American Association of

Commercial Colleges COMmisaion to Study Teacher
Preparation Curriculum

Texas Education Agency

Professional Orizanizatiene:
National Business Teachers Association
Texas Business Education Association
West Texas Business Teachers Association

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. William Pasewark

Last November, the President of Texas Tech said the School of Business
Administration would get $4.5 million for a new building. All depart-
ments in the School of Business Administration submitted their
requests for rooms and the Business Education Department asked for 14
classrooms. In January we met with the Campus Planning Committee to
justify these rooms. The committee understood the use of all rooms
except Boom No. 12 which was called an "Office Research Laboratory."
They asked about the function of this room. 1 explained that on the
farm and in the factory, production has increased while costs per unit
has decreased. In the office, though, this has not happened.

Our department requested a room of 250 square feet to house equipment
that would, measure men, methods, and material in office work.

To reduce the cost of office work, it is necessary to measure what
you are doing. When I finished the presentation, there was silence
in the room and I didn't know whether had shocked them or boredthem.

The net day we returned to find out whether the Committee decreasedthe number of rooms or the size of any rooms we requested.. All of
our requests were granted until we got to Room No. 12--the Of'f'ice
Research Laboratory. The architect said, "That Office Research Lebis 250 square feet you requested, We don't this& yeu are asking for
enough space. ale' 1l. give you 550 sqaare feet for the Lab and we want
to move it to a location it the building that will be better for
research work.."

The Campus Planning Committee knew about problems in the office
because what do members of the Committee deal. with? Paperwork.
the Office Research Laboratory was the only room in this buildingin which the square footage was increased from the original request.

So, basic reaearch about the office is an innovation we should consider.

* * *



Assistant Professor, Business Education
Colorado State College
(Ed.D.-Colorado State College, 1963)

Professional Activities:

Chairman, Committee for Development of Colorado State
P1-1 for Vocational Education, Colorado Education

' Association

Professional Organizations:
Colorado Business Education Association
Delta Pi Epsilon

Mountain Plains Business Education Association

Presentation of Guideline3

Dr. Alice Yetka

When we were talking here about the problems of education and the
four-year curriculum of teacher training, it occurred to me that
we're trying to bite off an awfully big bunk to try to prepare teachers
for this flexible curriculum in four years. Actually what I feel we
need to do is to get involved in their profession. Too many of them
actept a four-year college education as terminal education. When they
get out to teach school, they forget that they have just scratched the
surface. They don't really knot a lot; they are not involved in pro-
fessional activities; they aren't involved in business activities;
and they don't know where to go for help. Their horizons are confined
to what they have learned in four years of college. I've found this
brought to r attention just before.I cane to this meeting.

I was out supervising student teachers, and one of the critic teachers
who was teaching in. one of the school where I was assigned said, "What's
the matter with the people at the college up there? Why don't you
set up some meetings? Don't you have any meetings where x can go to
talk to business educators?" And I thought, "My word, you must have
been teaching for 25 years in this state, and we have more organizations
than we can keep ap with." So I said, "Ehve you been to the Fall Forum
Meeting?" Well, no, she didn't even know we had a Forum group. She
was completely unaware that in the state of Colorado we bad several
organizations that she could have participated in. And student teachers,
3:think, are subjected to this kind of experience when they get out
in the public schools. ¶1 ey don't learn about the organizations thatthey could get into either. We need involvement and tnat leads to
communication.

A lot of teachers come in from other states.. They are not trained in
our institutions. They might be trained in state 'institutions else-
**ere, ancrwe have no way of reaching them. Everybody knows that
Colgate's Toothpaste tastes good; we communicate this type of thing.
But we don't communiente the importaat things in our area--the things

4.3
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that people have to know to keep current. They get out of date too
soon. The four-year term is too short a period. Yet, we loci, at the
four ear system, and what are we teaching? Beginning typing cursesare offered for credit in most of our institutions although beginning
caarses are offered at the junior high school level and very few
people can get through high school without taking a typing course.
We continue to offer typing as a credit course in some of our four-
year programs. If the student hasn't even taken a beginning typing
course in high school, and, he wants to become a business teacher, it
seems to me he could take that for noncredit. The science and
mathematics people require some kind of background in their area
before a student oan major in their curriculum, and I see no reason
wby we can't do the sane.

We talk of requirements in terms of work experience. How much work
experience can an 16 year old. or 21 year old have? I would say
you do not need. experience to teach shorthand and typing. Maybe youdo to teach the advanced secretarial procedures co:Trees, but notsome of the skills courses. A teacher has to start some place. Hemust get his initial experience somewhere, and these basic skills
courses might be a very good place to begin.

LAMM ERICKSON (Region IX)

Associate Professor
Heads Graduate Business Education
University of California, Los Angeles
(Ed.D..-treLA, 1955)

I"rofessionai kstivities:
Advisor, various California School Districts
Consultant, Office of Economic Opportunity, Job Corps Program
Consultant,. Western Union Telegraph Company, New York

Profess:to:41. Organization:
California Busiress Education Association
National Association for Business Teacher Education (Board

Member)
Western Business Education Association

Presentation of Guidelines

Dr. Lawrence Erickson

The concern for teacher education and its ,impmvament is a continuing
educational problem. ?Data- shoad be the program of teacher education?A gooil program of teacher education, it seems to ne should have _asits &Piing ptinciple, fal....etv We do know that students whoglisn to follow Stichieg au et career, adze- to:4s If44,14 a Varteirli oftalatatee We need to find. out what they -knait9' atil then gen a progmto meet their needs., Although it is true that buaineee twirler
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should have a baeic body of knowledge appropriate to his field &Atwell
as a professional education background, he doesn't necessarily need
to follow a prescribed curriculum which allows for little or no
variation. A program which has flexibility would allow for much
independent study and experimentation, among other things.

Flexibility should also carry over into student teaching, as a part
of the teacher-education program. Time spent is no measure of
competency; rather, the student teacher ought to develop certain
agreed upon teaching competencies. Ere should be able to demonstrate

these competencies. As an example, a student teacher should be able
to state clearly in behaviorial terms which can be measured, the
objectives for the course he is to teach. The achievement of these
objectives by the students he teaches is one important way to
evaluate the performance of a student teacher. Such evaluation,
it again seems to me, is a much more nearly valid and reliable
indicator of his teaching competency than is an evaluation based upon
such vague measures as, good rapport with students, student attention,
and the like.

Student teachers, too, can be aided in their preparation for the
teaching experience by proper utilization of audio -vi sual media, such
as videoetape. A taped classroom session can be evaluated by the
student teachers under the guidance of a master teacher or clinical
professor. Strengths or weaknesses can be noted. Suggestions for
improvement can be made. Provision, too, can be made in a simulated
situation for immediate practice of suggested improvements or changes
in teaching procedures. Many other approaches which will help prepare
the student teacher for his classroom experience can be utilized--all
will result in gains that will be reflected in an improved classroom
performance by the student teacher. In addition, by means of closed-
circuit television, it is possible to observe and study live classes.
Similar procedures to those used with the video-tapes can be used
to analyze the teaching-learning process, again without disrupting
the work of the class being observed.

Another practice which seems to hive value in teacher preparation is
training in aensitivity. A variety of interesting experiments are

bei conducted in the area of sensitivity trainires. Out of
these experiments should come esueb that will he of value in increasing
or improving teacher awarenees of student reeds and sensitivity to
their problems.

Another principle that applies to student, teaching is the need for
a va riety. of teaching experiences. The rhudent teaching program can
be improved if student teachers have expereenees in underprivileged
areas requently our mid-city schools), as well as in privileged
areas the suburban sChools).

Teacher educators, too, need to have their roles more carefully
defined, In a very real sense, they need to be practitioners as veil
as theoreticians. Here the clinical professor amy have an inportent
role to play. Finally, and not the least in importance, teacher
eancatore need to be engaged in refsereh. They need to have time fer

1+5
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such research activitfec4, if their energies are not to be dissipated
by the burden of a too-heavy -work load.

The forugoias comments represent only a sample o; the vas that may
help us .1,11 our efforts to improve the teacher education program.

* * *

As a result of this Clinic, a series of go oaidelines were ,deve4.9ped
and revised. Sets of these -it4.1-1inect Were then mailed to 'aPproXimately
1200 city- ind`ictite stiPerVisord and busineis teacher educators. Each
person eiho received a copy of the guidelines was asked to suggest
changes, to submit additional guidelines, and. to send us names of
additional business educators. They were also urged to participate
in the National Clinic.

PHASE 1966

A consultant from each of the nine E.E.W. regions presented she
pzeliminary guidelines at e. Clinic held in. his region. 'They
secured reactions frara the audience and prepared a revised draft
incorporatire the recomendations 'Prom their re, iantl.

Exbibit I shows the breakdom of these regional meetings and. where
each was held:

=BIT-

Date Nazi

2 f ,-2 TT New York, New 'fork

3/1- 4.

8.11.

3/35-18 ill
32225 V

3/294/ 1

4/22-15 VII

4/1942

4/26-29 TX

Atlanta., Georgia

Boston, Massachusetts

Charlottesville; Vire.nia

Chicago, Illinois

Excelsior Springs Masouri

Dallas, was

Denver, Co/oralo

Oar Francisco, CaliMnia

Consu3.tant

Dr. Zstelie Poph=

:Prof. George Wagoner

DI4 Donald natter

Dr. J. Curtis Hall.

Dr. FrFok Le.r.s-ma

Dr. James Mamas

Dr. Willi= Newark

Dreg Alice Yetka

Dr. Lonenee Nrickson
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At the National Clinic the revised guidelines were thoroughly reviewed
and new oneS, were'Pro*Sed, discussed, and refined. The participants
decided that: the fi,nal:set of guidelines would be 19 in number. Plans
were made to-edit and_ditiseminate the guidelines to all city and state
supervisort and littaithes teacher educators in the 'United States.

The following, draperies give the background of the speakers ant the key
points of the .speeakes which tr...-17 presented.
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ROY POE

Executive Director
Gregg Division
McGraw -Hill Dock Company
New York, New York

N. A+ - v... =*.

New Challenges to the Business Teacher Educator

Mr. Roy Poe

Ti hat are the challenges to business teacher training in this new

climate of education? Let's examine some of them.

One of the teacher educator's greatest and most immediate obligations
is to develop in his studens an awareness of the critical changes
taking place in the structure of vocational education. The teacher -

training curriculum of the future must contain an analysis and inter-
pretation of legi slation affecting education in general and office
education in particular. This is too far-reaching a development to
be left to chance, and a one- or two-hour lecture won't do the Job.
visualize at least a 16 -hour course in which even some experience

in proposal writing is introduced.

One of the most exciting new developments in education is research.
Of course, we have always had research - -some of it very good and much
of it very bad. Dut we have never had eimagh research. Now that it
is poseible to get funds for research, we can expect a great deal more
of it, espeeially from the new research centers that are emerging and
from tensiherstrainieg institutions. Not only must more emphasis be
given to good research techniques in terms of the student himself
but an awareness and appreciatien of the research that is being done
by otters. In other words, the student must learn how to make intap

of good2.4
Education no longer consists of a textbook and a teacher. 1,Je are in

the midst of a multiemedia )s.cvolution in edusationel materials, too.
Business education le ideally suited to multi-media instructicsal and
business teachers must be upetoedate on new develoements 1 tape
laboratories, motion picture innovations each ae film loops, ovestead
projector improvements such as the Flipatran, television teaching,
new teaching machines that are still being experimented with, programmed
boots auxiliary booklets and kits, and so-ealled computeri zed inetruc-
tion. :r&dern teacher training is horse-and4aggy education if it does
not include new educational media.

Ostr critics maintain that business teachers do not keep in step with
businessthat their rothods maehines, vAteria.ls Pre several
light years behind business. Ivsisey point at our slow auTakenim to
the actuality of modem data processing as a prime example. me-ping
teethers up-to-date wi th. busimos is one of the great crucial obligations
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facing teacher educators today. Too maw teacher - training institutions
are poorly equipped and too far removed in miles and in their thinking
from modern business practice. It is unthinkable that a teacher -

training institution should be less well equipped than the high schools
that surround it, yet this is often the case. Teacher educators must
first resolve to keep themselves up-to-date with business in all
respects and then to make sure that the people they train are similarly
indoctrinated. We know too little about the emerging new office occu-
pations and the :requireteats for entering them. Often -when we do nave
money to Temd we buy the wrong machines. Perhaps one way to make
teacher trainees aware of the changing business world for which they
are training workers is to require some type of cooperative education
for a teaching credential. Is it possible that graduate credit might
be given for office experience? It's an intriguing idea.

Teacher trainees become teache of shorthand, typewriting, and book-
keeping and not total business educators, because this is the way
they are trained to think and they never get out of the rut. Another
challenge facing teacher trainers, then, is to broaden the education
in business, in economics, and the liberal arts. Broadening the edu-
cation in business may not necessarily mean more courses but more
effective ones. Is it possible that the accounting major's courses
in accounting, law, aid finance should not be the office educator's
courses in accounting, law, and financel A business teacher must
become involved in subject content as it relates to educating others
for office employment and not merely exposed to it as a required hurdle
to meet certification requirements. Is it possible, for example, that
a special survey course in economics for teachers of office education
would be much more productive than one that merely gets a student
ready for an advanced course?

Teacher trainers must prepare learning specialists, in terms of the
psychological and sociological principles of learning. aasiness
teachers should expect more and more to deal with reading, writing,
and spelling handicaps; the cultural and psychological problems of
the disadvantaged; special problems of adults; and so on. Here
we must make it our business to know what other disciplines are
doing and relate their experiences to our own teaching probleme.
Our teachers must be encouraged to read more widely from paytho-
logical and educational journals and books. They must avoid in-
sularity and become total educators.

Block programming, cooperative education, individual progress, articu-
lation of subject matter by grade level from junior high through
junior colleges, the disappearance of the Carnegie unit, all call
for a new approach to curriealum construction and greater adapta-
bility to change. The teacher training institution must
prepare teachers who think ch'ange.

Perhaps the greatest task of the teacher educator is to bring about
more creative teaching--the desire to experiment, to be innovative,
to find new ways to motivate and inspire learning. Creative teaching
implies better scholarshipa, an intellectual curiosity, greater pro-
fessionalism. We must somehow find ways to get our teacher trainees
to care enough about their profession to read widely; to continue to
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Mmager, Educational Services
Office_-ProdUctsDLVisioa

Cprporation
New-fYork4-=--New,York

nsfAvergityi

ProfessiOnal Activities:
_National Defense Educationel. Activities =Co mmittee
Commerce and Industry Association

Professional Organizations:
CPS Institute
Mountain- Plains Business Education Association
Office Pze,cutive Association (Board of Directors)

...1.12211.ons of the Guidelines

Mr. Millard Collins

,

I have had the opportunity of looking at each of the guidelines more
than once since their first drafts last March. It is interesting to
note_ how these are formulated, how they are changed, and hew they
revolve back to dead center, so to speak.

The implications of the guidelines as I see them from the office
situation and the business, in general, is that perhaps it is good to
stop or paUse and evaluate those things that we know are basic and
those. things that we know are good in any situation. .I don't want
to take each guideline and go to the "How" section, but I wolild like
to just point out a few that I. feel are me value.

I think the guideline on the English language is important. It hap-
pens to be one of the biggest problems -.we are confronted. with--each
of us -and I am sure that each of'you, as teachers, will
say that it is :one of -your prolblems. We haven't licked it and we may
not be able to do so unless we- are willing to consider reading as
important as typewriting, grammar, spelling, and everything else
that comes' into this whole communication scheme.

Your guideline ion job -leveecompetency for telgaiers always bothers me.I don't think there is an impl icationn here for business. I think it
is much more important that- the teacher understands the complete
process of what.happens to that shorthand >. example, than just
pushing the students to get the speed! If we could expose students
to this, business.vould be very pleased. to know that the student
appreciates the rmecha,.rl from the beginning-of the spoken word until
it is in the mail basket and out--mailades and., many times, eraser
free.

51



I think teacher curriculum dtAeloilsent Certai2f4 has implications for
'business became we ere changing.- There's an enlesion of knowledge
and there's en explosion of technology.

lbaeherit interest in and eeelication to Students has many implicaI;ions.
think that you people are going to" have to raise your.hanAland arak

your presidents and your deans, your boards of education and your prin-
t:I:eel el, 4,'i -4ve .'retra to get into the 'business worle.1 bectrest
Jest can't sit in the Classroom. If you watch the science people, the
math people, ant see* of the ethers, they're probably doing more of
it than_ we are and yet we have the largest laboratory' of ex of them.

ate business teacher must also be concerned with vocational education
and legislation. Business 1,,s involved in many of these programs,
either to a greater or lesser degree, and I think the bueiness teacher
must relate these programs to the total office and business education
pease= in-his community.

&Ate- there isn't anything teo new in all of these guidelines and maybe
the implications are nat too strong. If you go back and look at some
of the work that all of us have done, or if you look at a yearbook
somewhere,- you 1d find everything which is included in these guidelines.
Bat, the thing that is new is the fact that I see Amity beginning to
formulate. You know, sometimes, we get vexy disturbed and we have
to work vet diligently- to keep from having a diviaion. We can split
and it takes a long time to mend a split. What I'd like to see, with
strong implications here for business, is a united front and a warless
Of purpose. You have different functions and different avenues
through which you'll go; but you still are. training people for the
world' of work.

DONALD TEM

Professor and Chairman of Office Administration and
Business Education Department

Arizona State University
(Ed.D. -New York University, 1952)

Professional Activities;
Awards Committee, Delta Pi Epsilon
Chairman.- Inspection Team of the Accrediting Commission

for eetsiness Schools
Gregg Award Committee
Handbook Committee, Arizona Business Education

Professional Organitations:
Arizona Business Educators Association
Beta Gamut Sdeyba,4-
Delta, Pi..Bpsilon
National Business Education Association (Executive Bositd)
Phi Kappa Phi
Western Business Education Association
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4 4,:ations of the PreRasA Guidelines

Dr. Donald. Tate

*Sississatislatoss

To See where We may be leading ourselves by concentrating on education
for office occupations, rather than by v-47essing the whole of education,
we can first review a definition of business education.

The definitiOn referred to bas been developed through the years. The
definition embodies a -philosophy of business educationp_ Dusiess
education defined: it consists of three party -a foundation based on
basic business, office education, and distributive education. From aseries of individual courses, we have developed curriculums reflecting
the philosophy embodied in the definition of business education.

Looking to the future, Dr. Tate_ predicted that more business'teachers
will be teaching economics courses, provided other StateS folloW the
pattern being establishei in California; that more senior courses in
general business will be taught; and that more actcelera'sed classes inbusiness will be taught. The senior ahrl the aSsitierated elas!esenroll both business and nosibusiness majors. Also predicted Was more
cooperation between distributive education and ether segments of businesseducation.

In total, more of the overall philosophy of business education willbe practiced.

How can we build on the gains made in business education? By
continuing with the unified direction experienced in the Clinics
for Office Occupations.

What are some of the weaknesses in business education? A primaryweakness lies in the relationship of the business teacher to his
business community. Too many business teachers are insecure in the
presence of businessmen, for they don't speak the businessmen's
langsage. They can't give advice that businessmen expect of
experienced high school teachers. This shortcoming may become moreacute as we send more coordinators of office education programs outto find work stations for their students. For business education to
move forward, we must command the respect of the businessman.

A word of caution for the specialized endeavor, such as the Office
Occupations Clinic. When a set of guidelines for one segment of
business education is developed to the exclusion of other segments,business education may find itself winding up with only skill
teachers interested in office education and may find only these
programs remaining in high schools.

What can business education do to continue its improvement? More
business subject matter should be offered to undergraduate and
gradttate business teachers. Business teacherti should be taught .to
assume more leadership in activities such as Junior Achievement.
Teachers should be taught how to form a corporation, how. to market
a simple product, and how to dissolve that corporation at the end
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BLACKSTONE

Offiee _OcCupe:tionei ZduCation
Division, of VOcational ea d1 Education
**tient of Health, Education and Welfare
Office of Education

.Washingt,onl D. C.
(Ed._ p.--ttniversity of Southern California, 1953)

-Professional Activities:
Consultant, Iranian Ministry of Education.
Consultant, National Career GuidanCe Poun.dation
Consultant, United Aiisiness Schools Association
Technical Advisor, Business and Office Division,

American Vocational Association

Professional Organizations:
American Vocational Association
Eastern Sued:less' Education' Association
Office of Education Vocational Association
Phi Delta Kappa

Impact of Vocational Education Act on Office Occupations
Teacher Education

Dr. Bruce Blackstone

The impact of the Vocational Education Act of 1963 upon teacher
education in support of the office occupations can best be illustrated
.by the fact that you are here today. We live in a rapidly changing
world...a world which is changing both in degree and in kind: Provid-
ing teachers to, support InstrUction in office occupations is a major
'task...a task which must be met' at,,multiple levels of instruction,
and in multiple clusters Of offiCe occupations.

The Vocational Education Act has had an impact in that it is now
,possible to provide support to teacher education from Statetlocal
and Federal. funds. It Is possible ..fcr, a state, if pertitted by its
:State Plan, to buy the_ services of aninstitution, school, commerical,
or professional groupeto provide specific learning experiences forspecific theni from a spedific Spot on the educational
continuum .and . delivering the* to, another preaPecified spot on the
continuum. Instruction in sUppok.tAf mice Occupations ,Education
must be..specific and related ,to.predeterm objectives. There is
ww, for the first time,' a demand for uatiOn or the effectiveness
of "methods" instruction.

,ksignifiaa4t impact, ki!';'m thi vocationea EducatiOri Act will be found
in recognition that p4erip are certain different thi4t:,abaut inirtive-
tion for office ocdupittiOnis. Ofkiee Occulistions Tettehel4 Education
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a ae the'1014-6t'airree '0694 #44.0tidtiiof -.h Act :6f4961:-- ice 'Teacher
itddatiiiaili-xn,trisciae.IS to 'EhipPortAlit: total Of-offiCe-
,occupations educatioa,progrems as defined and established by the re,les
and iegtibeticias'i;aireining Progratha 'Under the Vocation '!c tof 1963:- In this program the emph.asis is not upon the teaching of
subjects, such as shorthand, typokeiting or bookkeeping, but is
rather upon the prepaiation oil a''person to enter and advance in an
office occupation. This changes the orientation of teacher tvAininv
and some of its supporting methodology.-

We cannot do the same things in the same way and say that we are
doing a job of oft_ce occupations teacher education.. We must apply
the same approach to the occupation of "teacher of office Occupations
education" as We Will apply to any of the other major occupational
classifications.

We must start from an analysis of office occupations teaching at each
of its multiple levels..high 'school..post-high school... junior
college...private business school...military schools...A, and
many other specific institutional levels. Once we have described the
occupation in behavioral terms of specific performances and knovledges
and then the social and background skills and knowledges, We have theproblem of translating these objectives...because that is what theybecome...into the language of the educator. We must develop standards,methods and. materials, to effectively lead our prospective teacherfrcm his career objective statement to successful achievement of hisrequisite activities as a teacher of office occupations.
Once we know what -the student needs to know, and have planned-h9w. to
give him the appropriate learning experiences, we must "run him
through" the program using the most effective educational procedures
possible.

Certainly onerof the most important aspects of a teacher education
program in the office area is that of a realistic "practical
experience," that is in this case, a realistic cadet teacher
experience as well as a realistic. period of time on the job in an
office occupation.

After the student has completed his learning experiences he shouldbe assisted to get a teaching job in the area and at the leel forwhich he had been trained. The final step in this teacher educationiprocess is to follow up-the new teacher and see if, in fact, . be cando what he is supposed to have learned.. that is, to be able to teachand to teach well...if he can, we have a positive feedback and do notneed to make major changes...if, on the other hand, there are significant"CAN'TS" in hit teaching, ve must reezuoine the teacher educationwhich has been provided and perhaps make major changes.

Thei4e it a diiference lx.±. office -oetupations teacher eddcation andbusineas educatieit 'leaCher efteation. Most business. education teachertraining picgranis lead ft-meeting Of state cerbifidation requirements.In Office Occunatici-ris Teacher Education a person may qualify under the



Sta:WPIarig and, yet not qualify. for. high achooL, certification. It is
,always4mportanV.to remember

. that 14 Ser,lre.: many levels or: instruction.
.Office(acupationcaroflucation is NO BUM =OM OMENZID,-,,and. its
supporting teacher education must not be restricted to this area.

Oar responsibility for teacher preparation for office programs is
greater and more clear than ever before. We must provide for multiple
levels of instruction.-..We must accept the frame of reference of
vocational education in our teaching procedures..We must maximize
the efficiency of instruction, even if this means the development of
less thali 4-5 year, degree-oriented teacher preparation programs. (In
some areas an Office Occupations Teacher Technician may do :naval.,
or maybe better than a 5-year degree-oriented graft:ate.)

We must build upon the dbilitieswbich the candidate brings to the
teacher preparation program...we can no longer afford the luxury of
a lockstep, prescribed, "from start to finish".teacber education
program. We are' not interested in the number of semester hours...or
seat time ...WE ARE INTERESTIM IN GleiTINO THE PERSON ON THE JCS: wrap
PkEPABED, AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE.

AIM' force is loose in the tield of business teacher education. This
force, office occupations teacher, preparation, is identified,,restrictedand must follow prescribed actions which may or may not be familiar
to business educators. Office Occupaticns Teacher Education can
provide facilities, equipment, staff, research, and other ancillary
services to state approved teacher education programs. A strong
procaaam in support of Office Occupations Education is the test friend'
that Business Education Teacher Education can have There are
several ways in which an Office Occupations Teacher Education can be
established on pre service and inservice bases. The State Plan for
Vocational Education provides the basis for any authorized Office
Occupations Teacher Education program. These can be by contract
for specific services and they must be reviewed each year

There will be a continued impact of Office Occupations and its
supporting teacher preparation programs. New people and new objectivesmust be involved in office occupations education. Facilities, staff,and equipment can be made available to provide the tools necessaryto do the teacher education job.

We must determine what needs to be done, set it up in, appropriate
form, and carry through the program. We must be prepared to have
self-evaluation of our teacher training programs and also to have
evaluation conducted by others in toms of criteria, which they
establish. Part ,of the purpose of this meeting is to provide guide-
lines to help thsoe who will evaluate our program and have a setof adequate criterion on which to judge Office Occupations Teacher
Education pfograms..

It seems reasonable to assume that our teacher preparation programswill become better in content and methodology and will support an
increasiagly important office occupations education program for allwho want, need, and can profit from it. This ts our challenge and
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&piementiws the Guidelines

SENDER

lace President
South-Western Publishi Company
Cincinnati; Ohio

Lmilerrenting the Guidelines

Mr. John Pendery

I am delighted and feel highly honored that Dr. Cook and you folks have
permitted use to be here at both sessions of the Office Occupations
Teacher Education Clinics at Wayne State Uhiversity. t have enjoyed
every minute of the two Clinics. It is the first time that I have he-1
the opportunity to work with mane of you.

At the opening session, Roy Poe commented that we in the field of
business education have been sitting in the chimney corner while other
fields of education have been dancing in the halls id their fancy
slippers. He indicated that the Vocational Education Act gives us the
opportunity to come out of the chimney corner to participate in the
dance, the music for which is being furnished by feeAs from the
Federal government.

One of the things that bothers me is how we are spending some of this
money that has been dropped in our laps. Few of ycu have been associated
with business education any longer than I have. I can remember thirty-
five years ego when we were doing all we could to justify business
education because of its personal and social values. Since that time
the pendulum has swung widely from personal values to vocational
values, back to social values, and now the greatest emphasis ever on
vocational education. The time we have spent in these two Clinics
has been direc4ed to vocational values of business education and the
training of vocational business teachers. In fact, any reference to
programs emphasizing the broader values has been discouraged because
the Vocational Education Azt pertains only to vocational business
education.

Even 1....Lore the passage of the Vocational Educational Act of 1963, there
was a definite trend back to greater interest in training high school
Studerts to earn a living on graduation from high school. It took four
or five years following Sputnick for parents and school administrators
to realize that all students had neither the desire, the interest, or
the money to go to college. Enrollments in business subjects were
increasing tremendously before the passage of the Vocational. Education
Act. Mach of this increase was due to more students in the high schools.

As I participated in these Clinics I couldn't help but think that people
on the outside, reading of the things we have done here, might think

.

that we in business education have never had any guidelines before. We
know that this is not true because many of our business education
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associations, including the National Association for Business TeacherEducation, have established many guidelines that have served us well.A comparison of these guidelines with what we have recommended in theseClinics show that maw are not new. We have retained the good and have
added much to the proposed guidelines. Here are a few of the guidelinesthat I think stand out above the others.

The firat is the recommendation that ..both teachers and students should beexposed to actual office procedures at every opportunity. This experienceis necessary with the constantly changing Procedures and praeties
resulting from new office machines and data processing methods.

The second is that our teaching of business subjects must include moreunderstanding of business systems. I believe the guideline as proposedis understandable to people who may not be directly connected with theoffice administration program.

The third guideline of importance in my opinion is the recommendation thatthere be better coordination of programs in junior colleges and community .colleges with four-year colleges to encourage more people to enter moreadvanced training for business and business teaching.

The fourth guideline of great importance is the recommendation thatteachers lobo are already in the classroom mist use every facilityavailable to keep up to date on what is happening in the business office.
The fifth guideline that may have a greater impact than some others isthat all business teachers have an obligation to teach not only the skillsubjects but also the related areas that develop in every class. Anunderstanding of business operations is important but teachers must useevery facility available to help students find areas of great interestand potential and to help each student develop to the fullest capacity.
My final suggestion is that we take advantage of opportunities openedto us by the Vocational Education Act, not just to be spending money, butto develop the best programs possible to prepare people for the topjobs in business offices. With office production costs increasing,businesses will be demanding employees who are more efficient and withgreater skill.

* * *

=MT TO=

Chairman, Business Education Department
New York University
(Ph.D. --New- York University, 1928)

Professional Activities:
Sponsor; (6 doctoral candidates in Business Education
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Professional Organizations:
American Chapter, International Association of Business

Education (President)
Business and 2conomic Policies Commission (Chairman)Delta Pi Epsilon
Eastern Business Education Association (President)
Gregg Teachers Association

Implementing the Guidelines

Dr. Herbert Tonne

The summarization of L ies of conferences in which judgments weremade, revised, and then after more discussion again revised, is analmost impossible task. It, therefore, seems wiser to take a some-what different approach to reviewing the guideline stud in businessteacher education by considering major alternates.
A possibility that deserves further consideration is the idea ofeliminating all formal requirements for teacher certification andrequiring a series of tests in subject matter, and in teachingprocedures. It has been tried., frequently, in many other countries.It has the advantage of eliminating the red tape of course s, waste oftime involved in listening to irrelevant lectures, and giving thefull recognition to the variety of learnings achieved. in everyday life.
The major disadvantage is that no test can measure all the abilitiesinvolved. Moreover, most people involved as they are in the minutiaof life do not have the self-discipline to do the studying by them-selves needed to prepare for such an examination. Finally, it doesnot fit in with the American pattern for preparing for professionaljob competency.

Neverthel:iss, techniques of measurement for teacher competency shouldbe developed, either through ..the state education department, or betterthrough some central agency whose judgments are accepted by the stateeducation departments as an alternate procedure for the recruitmentof business teachers. There are a considerable number of highlyqualified persons available who, if they can prove competency by anorganized shortcut, would be valuable business teachers.
Another widely suggested procedure for securing adequately trainedbusiness teachers is to build an entire qualification program s:roundjob experience. The British have made extensive use of this technique.Well qualified, cultured men and women in office work are invited tobecome busiaess teachers. They take a pre-service training course inthe summer and become probationary teachers for one yew:. If theyshow classroom competence, they take two in-service summer programsand then are permanently licensed. No formal school training wasrequired when the program was first initiated.. Many of these teacherswere highly competent school masters.
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The State or California has toyed with the idea of certifying, asbusiness teachers, liberal. arts college graduates who have given
evidence of adequate job experience without requiring any educationcourses, at least at an initial basis. Serious deficiencies candevelop in the use of this procedure. Job experience is necessarily
limited. An office worker may be thoroughly competent in his job andstill not know the gamut of job service required for teaching.

Sage combination of testing, job experiences and courses on the basisof school courses seems to be a best combination. The standard American
erstem of determinina empetAnny .en*, businmes subjects hasbeen to emphasize courses as an evidence of competency. It would bemost unwise to discard this procedure as a major basis for selectionunless we have proved alternates. Mich wiser is a modification to
supplement courses.

The guidelines that have been developed in business teacher education,. inthis project should help teacher educators materially in approving their
course work by innovations in job experience, testing, and programedlearning. Alternate procedures for the traditional pattern for teacher
education in business should 1* considered supplements, rather thansubstitutes to the traditional pattern, for while the traditional
pattern has weaknesses, it also has major strengths which we need tocherish and preserve.

* * *

PRASE xv.Editorial Committee, Jim 4-6 2..,A

An editorial staff consisting of the Project Director, Dr. Fred S. Cook,and three ConsultantsDr. J. (fortis Hall, Dr. Frank 'wham, Dr. James
Mexmas-wreviewed and revised the guidelines which were developed atite Nationil Clinic. The editors also considered suggestions which
were received from the mailing to the 1350 business educators. Theseguidelines were then submitted to two professional editors fox' additionalrefinement.
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SLUGESTED GITIDELIESS

fiery city and state business education supervisor and every business
teacher educator in the United States received at least one draft of
the tentative guidelines, and, in most eases two draft's An earnest
attempt was made to secure their written comments as well as their
active participation at the LEM. regional meetings and the National
Clinic. A total of 323 business educators participated in the develop
meat of the; e guidelines, either- by 'submitting written suggeLtions or
by attending one or-more of the regiOrzal or national meetings.

,

No attempt has been made to list these guidelines in any priority. I:a
otim words, Guideline 15 is as important as Guideline 1. Bowyer,
the system for classifying the guidelines is:

A. Syecialized Education: Widelines 1, 2, 3, 1i.

Professional Education: Guidelines 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

C. Gtneral Education:, - Guideline 15

D. Institutional Res R Guidelines 16, 17, 18, 19

These gaidelines-Are suggeStions for action. They describe the qualities
and competencies wbich. these teachers ishould possess as well as the
Jp-=esses for achieving these goals;
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BLIEirte913 DMINXSTRATION Comm

A teacher should understand how the American business system
functions and hew ilftms operates within this syattm.

To prepare students for work in office occupations a teacher
needs a broad unebaystanling c 80011C01108 and. business adminisft
trations

Business is geeing increasing emphasis on a totalsaysteems
concept in iOlich each job is ideubified. by its function and
its relationship ti) the entire operation. Sin concept
emphasizes the pluming/ organising, executing, and evalue,tiAs
of the mansgement mid operational Auctions of business.

MINNS ALWIRSTRATION CORM Some suggested ways of achieving
the objectives, of this guideline ilvlude:

1.. Requiring a sequence of ooursee in business ond economics.

2. Emphasising concepts rather. than k-kvaific feats throwAout
the

3. Using the pcoject and the case studr method.

Providips opportunities for work stuky and field. experience.
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Guideline 2

A-teacher shouldiviVe jObativel cotpetinfeles' iflthoaactivities that he teaches and sheilla,-tindorlittool how thesecoompotencico facilitate the administrative functions ofbusiness.

A teacher is better,eanilVed "to t-eacbstrailse tiiingit-iLiell heurderstands and is bc todohiaeelf. To integirite knowledge,basic skills ,find attitudes into szetteractOtriterititatternsa teacher =et possess both ocCoupittiowl competencies and abasic understanding of the a4ministrative functions of business*

JoBarions COMPETNICZ0434,40 twarastedrvays- at achieving the-objectives of.:this :guideline include:

Providing -enrolto, classroom -experiences*

Rewiringkstotlatcli-office'experience,-11: vellftequippettlsboratorics.

4. PrOVitiing titatwofweschool office experience.
lib Requiems 'coripetency in vondlIctints4.0h-tzalysese



NMI

aumetitne 3

MATED OCCOPATIONAL Emma

A teams should haio-aselstaa °nova-U(164- Seaciiin An'offlie. nivervisorb or*management 'potation*

It s z*0044/44 that 30a, vg41,,-:00 40440 i,z theolienvoCei. licaityor, Oeci*t1tin$1.experia* itiaarusionthat te,Osafiaa). for th6 'OOPS iieotitaitons

*MO 0110 'auttgested. ways otnehitrIng the A:iiiativeie àfis -gilaitine inelule:

2. (si f4S VOA tii a *stelae job:
34 iratioseratlye work atuckyrostmae.

sabba leave$ tor experienced teachers togain enrrotetotfiee oaaapationLexperienee.
(3%
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Guitagati6

clam .OPPICE OCCUPP/1106

A teacher should be aware of the changing nature of the
econowy, and ,should understand the effects of change coltthe preparation needed far office occupations.

Changes in the coo st etness netoct the skil3a andknowltIdges mod tor off ice employment. .fl* Midi* withwhich these changes are taking place demands ilthikt they beexpeditiousky reflected in the curriculum.

COMM OP= OCC11A2101130.Some suggasted ways of achievingthe objectives of this guideline include:

1. r!rovId40,tc.44ers with sn .opportmity to keep abreast of
usineen_and ,eConomic ;:ohange as ,indicatsd. in suchpulaantions as nevepapers, menthols, census reports,and economic reports.

2. giNktr, Ang teschoriCto participate in business, civic, andprof0siOn4 Organisations.
3, proloing "pportwaktes car teachers to attend special

vark,0004, teach 6;f: progrems, awl summersessions.

lj. sf.3%

Siii00441tigt**Oliiiits-iii coOpirate ittli -Asti localdepart:lents' ar-ediklation and teacher education institutionsin conducting reiearc4, surveys, tollovup studies, andinterviews in the business cassuunity.



Guideline 5

DM/CATION TO Ewan tow

A teems_ should_ have experiences that will developintarest in and dedication to the education of
students for occupational proficiency.

to effectiveness of a teacher depends on his
dedication to the education of his students. !bat
dedication suet be founded u;oon a cmiction that*at he teaches is, vital to tieir velfare. Throughthis dedication* he "hoed be able to przpere themore effectively to enter an office occupation.

DEDICATION TO EDUCATION-F-3one suggested ways ofachieving the objectives of this guideline include:
1. Reorui to acim educators ifil0 demonstrate

dedication to and enthusiasm for taut they areteaching.

2. Recrative and select.it teachers
thmugh cosnumication with high school teachersand counselors.

3. Requiring prospective teachers to participate instudent and teacher organittatious.

Requiring student teachers to attend high schoolfaculty meetings.



Guideline 6

TEAC)11/10111ARNING PROWS

A teacher should have an understanding of and corspetencythe teaching- lacing process.

The skills of teaching and of creating positive classroomlearning situations cosy be fully develmed only when theyare based upon an understanding of sound psychologicaland sociological principles. Therefore, an understandingok the nature of man and of the prInelples which facilitatelearning is a prerequisite to maximum teaching effectiveness.

SACIIING-1110111140 PROCESS-4one suggested ways of achievingthe objectives g this guideline inclu6a:
1. Providing pre-service axperieuce utilizing a variety ofteaching procedures, including large- .group and small-group instruction, to sm teaching, and micro-teaching.
2. Providing opportunities for learning experiences withvarious socio-economic groups through field trips andcommunity activities.

3. Working with school testing centers in developing,administering, correcting, ;ad interpreting tests.
4. Providing opportunities to observe and participate incurrent research activities.



WW2
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INSTRUCTIONAL FROCBSURES

Guideline 7

A teacher should be proficient in the use of instructionalprocedures, media, and techniques for developine officeskills and concepts.

A teacher should know not only ghat to teach but how hecan best help students develop aki3113 and horn concepts.Most individuals learn more effectively Am a variety ofstimuli are used. Consequently, a knowledge ofwhat, when,aml how to use natl.-sensory devices will help to increaseteacher effectiveness.

asereorzont, PROOROURES--Some suggested ways of achievingthe Objectives of this guideline include:
1.. Providing an opportunity to learii about such' devicesas tea* teaching, pr%Prammed instruction, microteachingpcmsputer.?assisted instruction, conventional audio-visualmaterials, and alb other new teaching, ideas.
2. Requiring participation in organized experienceS designedto identify procedures, media, and :techniques appropriatefor developing skills and concepti.
3. Requiring attendance 'ett demonitrationts ar mach s,techniques, and lectures or seminars on new 4eveloPeents
4. Developing discrimination in the 'se.Uotititi and. use oftextbooks and Other imblicatioris it*aitabie frog business,edueatton, and industry.
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Guideline 8

CURRICULUM DVELOPMENT

A teacher should. understand the principles of curriculum
and course development.

were should be a systematic way to prepare students to enter
office occupations. An undestanding of the principles or
curriculum and course development will help teachers develop
appropriate plane. It is especially important that such
planning be based upon an identification and analysis of
the office service functions.

CURT RICULUN DEVEIOPMEST--Some suggested ways of achieving
the objectives of this guideline include:

1. Requiring teachers to study the principles of planning,
constructing, using, and evaluating curate/41ms.

2. Providing opportunities through case problems and through
participation on curriculum' coax oittees for practice in
the development of curriculum and tc,urse content*

3. Providing an opportunity Sor teachers to:become families*with and to use the pietionarst pf, Oc.....mitattea Titles as
coona basis for eurrioulina and 2avelopment.

4

46/ Helping teachers identify the levels of competency in
behavioral terms required in office occupations as e
basis for crarriculum and course developaant.

t
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Guideline 9

PRINCIPLES OP VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

A teacher should understand the principles and philosophy of
vocational education.

Vocational education is an important aspect of the total
educational program. It consists of a variety of specialized
fields, one of which is office occupations. It is important
that a teacher in such a specialized field understand the
scope and role of vocational education. . .

PRINCIPLES OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONSome suggested ways of
achieving the objectives of this guideline includes
I Providing opportunities for communication bstween teachers

and representatives of different vocation e1 fields.
2. Requiring teachers to participate in professional

organizations related to vocational education.

3. Reading and studying State plans and Federal, legislation
for vocational, education.

Helping teachers to meet and work with. local ADA Statedirectors of vocational education and, with regional and
national 11.E.1. personnel.
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Guideline 10

INNOVATION, MCPERDCWATION, AND RESEARCH

A teacher should understand, appreciate, and keep abreast ofinnovation, experimentation, and research in education andin office tecbnolcj.

O

Teacher preparation should involve the development of toolsfor discovering research evidence, weighing its relevance, a nddeveloping concepts, values, tentative judAments; and general..cations. The willingness and ability of teachers to innovate.*to.experiment, and to use research results are esientiel toviable office education programs.

BOW.:

neroweroti, ExesettelEATI* AND RPSURCHT-Sothe titiggestedways of achieving the objectives of this gitideline include:
1. Providing an understanding of 81.1rVeff research techniquesas a *Ians of seem** informatiw about the changingnature of office occupations.

2. Requiring teachers to Viidertieke ciassrbart .tkporimentationae a;per of their education programs
3. Praviding practice in the laterpietations evaluation, andapplication of research findings
4. Incaaraging teachers to report the reetilts of theirinnovations and experitintatious in professionalpublications.
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A

teachers. This experience should provide the prospective
Student teaching experience is vital to the preparation of

teacher with the oppoitunity to relate his previous learning

teach:

occupational program for which he is being prepared to

eimeriences to the occupatloasi program in which he vill

teach.

teacher "ilia save DWEle GM teitellie e-tpas-----iiebee -"la the

Guideline 13.

STUDENT TEACHING

education.
occupations teacher

SWIM TEAMIGScxge suggested ways of achieving the
objectives of this guideline include:

3. Assigning student teachers to acerpetent teachers who
are enthusiastic about student teacher programs.

2. --Providing supervision of student teachers by a
qualified specialist in office

4. Assigning student teachers to teach only in those

become familiar with the total school program.

classes in which they havedemonstrated imapetenq.

,wi. ..................._.

-

_
.

3. fl ring the stUdent teacher to participate in anil



Guideline 32

REIATIONEMIP TO TOTAL 3:111CAT/ONAL PROGRAM

A teacher. should understand the relationship of the office
occupation program to the total, program of the school and
other educational agencies.

A teacher will be more effective if he understmis the
rel...ationships among the various programn in hie- !whoa andin other educational agencies. This knovledge wilt help
him to see' bow his office occupation program rata_ tes to
of n, programs; how other programs contribute to orrice
oecusztides, and how all programa contribute to the educationof students.

REIATIO/BRIP TO Tag§ IMUCATIOIRL M021,9(uSore suggested
veep of achieving the" obaettives of this paialine include:
1. Encouraging the teacher to volunteer his services for

coomunity responsibilities, especially to curriculum
and accreditation committees.

2. Encouraging attendance at faculty and board of education
meetOttaA__

3. Davao-lag team teaching prOjects that out across
departmental lines..

. Regal: ilia- visitations to- other consunity'saeticies.



Guideline 3.3

VARY330 Amit=

A 4.1anorUmera AsUals..1.2 preparedlantrwava.w.a wormorW04, with gtadental14/ WWK OI
varying needs, abilities, and ag-.1.s.

The diversity of eduantionel opportunities avl job
requirements le making office mutations woman
available to a variety of persors. They ino3.ude
the gifted, the average, the slow learner, the
economically deprived, the culturally disadvantaged,
tbe young, and the old. Therefore, the teacher must
be able to diagnose and understand the learning proiblems
of these individuals.

VARYING ABIDIT333-0Some suggested vays of achieving the
objectives of this guideline include;

1. Providing instruction in the theories of individual
differences.

2. Providing laboratory experiencep to help teachers
recognise the effects of these individual differences
on the learniaog processes.

r.

3. Providing field ex-pu-riences vith students of varying
abilities and levels of aspirations.

Primal:ding experiences that will help teachers identify,
,diagnose, and develop educational program for students
of varying needs and abilities.



Guideline IA

=OCR AID Ooze

A teacher should be prepared to assist students Who are or
might be interested in office auployment as a career
objective to make appropriate education al and vo.xotional
choiceel

9330 field of office employment offers a wide range of jobs.
Lamaze all students caintot be successful in all offic
jobs, .a teacher should be able to help each student select
the program best suited to his interests s,nd abilities.

GUMVIOR ARp COUNSPIalia-Some smested ways of achieving
the objectives of this guideline

1. ?morning teachers with the oppea--tunity to leozn about
the procedures end techniques of educational and
vocational counseling.

2. FOX tilarizins teecbers vith published occupational
guidance materials and information about opportunities
in the office occupations.

Providing teachers with the opportinaties for counseling
students, both individually = and. by groups abOUt their
vocational Ian& edUcational plane.

ie. Helping teachers develop a knowledoe of job entry require.
manta through canaunity surveys, Collo:Alp studies, and a
etatty of the plictiouary or Occupational
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Guideline 15

MEAL =CATION

A teacher should have a general education' in addition to
specialized preparation.

A teacher any re3.ate more effectively to his total environment
it he has a general edneation in addition to his speeialized
preparation, General soh:cation (which inOixides mai disciplines
as behavioral sciences, husenitiO4 TIOtlial Sciences,
matheMatics, physical health, and communications) & 3A t 13.p

aliannel his tfitelleatue/ oigacities to the goal or Golfo
realization and responsible citizenship, and into time
aucomplishments generally r."-;cepted as the mks of an
eduoated person.

GERM BEIOICATIOSSome suggested ways of achieving the
objectives of this guideline include:

I. *RAU% with those responsible for general etmtion in
the detelopment "of subject matter, tecbnique13, and Tsedia
through which gm:yr. al education concepts can be learned.

20 Providing opportunities for teachesrs to .de telop Wetsfor themeelves in sisal groups, in class disease s,
by oral wand visual stinulation by reading source
materials, and through indepenitent study.

3. Providing a variety of course selections and specialized
seriices Asti:led to meet particular needs and goals ofteachers:

4. Using community resources such as libraries, museums,and Aocial and cultural agencies as a basis for
enrick Img the general education progrma.
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Guideline 16

TitsSEVOCE ISIXICATION

A teacher education institution should cooperm 'with other
agencies in provi4ir4 inservice education for teachers of
office oceupationse

AU professions revire that their-magma contittite learnirgg
aftels the initial period of voixistAloni ',This _14eqiiesioent .

ft esPeeiany Iota el for 'the office -oceOpOions!teaither,
bee-aline tectingEtr in toth'Siiness'ibr"- oütinie
tQ change at -an itteeleratedlattel -Ineservice -priigrants
14av1de an effective tint' for the-teaeher to'keepup'.-todate.

nissavrits Eingrntliftecese snigested wee of achieving the
objeatives of this gnidetine incluile:

3..,. PuIlisbizl vettert
,
hthat nC l ud suncari iS _of

r,,
c

en,

t-
resear .$

,
, ..

2. Assisting in the identification anit.prosration of special
instlittetimbl. ti 1s. '-'......i

3. Establishing instructional materials °tutors available
tOleaohera in the Set&

40 Providing assistance to ,teac4ersAnftesioning,_ fund#8,
-' and 'ionductlxig: cooperativie reit pro3ttots:

, ,

I

1



Guideline 17

EQUIPMEE

A teacher education institution Should have up.to-date office
machines laboratories and facilities.

Modern offices are placing increasing emphasis on labor-saving
machines. Teachers must know how to operate these machines
and-relate the to office procedtares if they.-ere to teach their
students effectively. Therefore, teacher training institutions
should provide leadership by Iping office machines laboratories
iith those business machines that require special knowledge or
training.

0.-Som suaested ways of achinving the objectives of
this-guldeline include:

1. Provienuaedquate budgets for equipping office machinio
laboratorie444orthand lab:ratories, data processirtg
laboratories, an the like.

2. Working with business attripory committees and professional
groups to establish fitandardtq'or equipment and facilities.

3. Providing "hands on" experience inlaz4ern machines laboratories
for prospective and in- service teaChers

4. Renting or loteing. ciftlee avirgeort in order,to keep
laborratories modern.



Guideline 18

PROFESSXONAL Ra3PONSIBILITY

A teacher education institution should strongly encouragethat a teacher belongs to and participates in professional
organisations.

Because involvements and participation in business, civics
edtteationelp and vocational education organizations provide
an .important vehicle for continued professional growth,
early affiliation with and active participation in such
organizations should be encouraged. The rate of change ineducation and technology is such that continuing professionaldevelopment is an essential aspect of the teacharte education.

PRMSSIOWIL PZSPONSIBILITY.Some suggested way of achievingthe objectives of this guideline include:

1.. Ravine teacher educators chow, by examples the advantagesof joining and participating in professional organisations.
2. Requiring student teachers to belong to and attend meetingsof professional organizations wIgle they are in school.
3. Requiring student teachers to read and contribute to theliterature of their profeetlional organisations.
4. PrOviding opportunities for teachers in training to assumeleadership roles and participate in professional meetings.
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Guideline 19

AirmucurevioN

A teacher education institution should articulate its
office teacher education program vith those of other
postobigh school institutions.

Effective recruitment is vital to teacher education
programs. Students in post.high school institutim
should, be encouraged to prepare for a business teaching
careerG

ARTICCOLATIalenSosse suggested ways of achieving the objectives
of this guideline include:

1. Working with admissions officers of teacher education
institutions to establish mere realistic and uniform
admission standar-3a*

2. Bstablishing programa that vote it feasible for students
to transfer from other poethigh school institutions.

3. reforming appropriate Officials of other pesthigh
school institutions about the program e offered by the
teacher education institution.

. Developing combined programs with other posti.bigh school
institutions to facilitate articuistion.
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ROSTER

Office Occupations 'reacher Education Cl ice
. Phases X and

212&,t. Director

Dr. Ind S. Cook
Ca lies a Ediltiatice
Wayne State Uttiv4reity
Detroit, Michigan

Assistant Prlits1 Directors

Mro Daniel P. Prawn
College er Education
WNW State University
Detroit, .Michigan

Ccrasultants

Dr. Lawrence Erickson
University of California
Los Angeles, California

Dr. 3. Curtis Hall
Richmond Professi
Richmond, Virginia

Thatt+se*...

Dr. Prank Lanham
Univarsity of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Dr. James Mamas
St« Cloud State Teachers College
St« Cloud, Minnesota

Dr. William Pasevark
Texan Tech
Lubbock,. V130%6

U. S. Office of Education

rr. Rams Blackatene, Chief
*Office Occupations Education
Dapartment of ILEX
Washington, D. C.

Dr. Slaws/ High
Mau Psticael Research and Planning

Program
Washington, D. C,

Nisi Christine blichaals
College of Lducatian
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan

Dr. Estelle Popham
Mater College
Nev York, New York

Dr. Donald Statier
Boston University
Boston, Massachusetts

Prof. George Wegener
University of Tennessee
Mont Tennessee

Dr« Alice Yetka.
Colorado State University
Greeley, Colorado

Mr« Merle E. Strore
Assistant Director
Program Servile.*
Department of R.E.T.
Washington, D. CO

*Approximately 25 business educators attended each of the nine LEN,
regional meetings (Phase II). x



WOMBS Representatives

Mr. Millard Collins, Manager
Educational *Services
Office Products Division
IH4 Corporation
New York, New York

Dr. Robert Lusk, Ed. Director
Automobile. Manufacturer Assn.
:Detroit, Michistn

General Teacher Educators

Dr. Harold Davis
Director, in-Service Education
Educational Research Council
Cleveland, Ohio

Mr. Kevin Ryan
Stmeced University
Palo Alto, California

Vocational Teacher Educators

Emsinessaducation:

Distributive Education:

Koine Economics:

Technical Education:

Mr. John Pendery, V.P.
SouthWestern Publishing Co(
Cincinnati, Ohio

Mr. Roy Poe
Editorial Director,
Gregg Division
McGraw-Hill Book co.
New York, New York

Dr. James Stone
University of California
Berkeley, California

.Dr. Donald Tate
Arizona State University
Tempe, Arizona

Dr. Herbert Uwe
New York Usaiversity
New York, New Writ

*fir. Ralph Mason
Indiana State University
Terre Haute, Indiana

Dr. Alberta Hill
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa

Dr. Maurice Roney
Oklahoza St to University
Stillwater, Mahan

Particitants

MOON I (Connecticut, Maine: Massachusetts, New shire,
Rhode Island, Vermont)

Mr. Charles Guatneyie (Vermont)
Deati Itilsbary Oonnectiout)

or leiter Sluder (Massachusetts)

<State. _Supervisor
II
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REGION II (Delaware, New Jersey, liciw York, Penney lvania)

Dr. George W. Anderson (Pennsylvania)
Res. Mary Jane Boering (Pennsylvania)
Mrs. Prima-Lee Bryson (Maryland)
Dr. Jerr-s- Gratz (ftnnaylvania)
Dr. Olean Henson (Penneyizmnia)
Prof. Clayton Hinkel (Pennsyimia)
Dr. F. Wane Rouse (Penvsyliani4)
Dr. Milton Olson (New York)
Dr. Elisabeth Ripka (Pennsylvania)

MOWN III (District of Columbia, Kentuckeo VArileinap 16%-rtzti Arc:41141a,Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands, Virginia, West Virgir..%)

Dr. Vernon A. Hussein= (Kentucky)
Dr. Arthur a, Patrick (Maryland)
Kr. George Vanover* (Kentucky)
Miss U. Louise Whitlock (North Carolina)

REGION IV (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, South Carolina,
Tenneasee)

Km Eva S. Carr* (Alabama)
Dr. tot le C. Fowler (Missifeippi)
Dr. Inez Prink (Florida)
Mr. Gilbert He (Tennessee)
Dr. Frank Herndon (Alabama)
Mr. Rex Toottanan* (Florida)
Mrs. John Wade (Tennessee)
Mr. Jaws R6 Wyk le* (Georgia)

RBOICN V (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin)

Mr. R. D. Balthasar* (Ohio)
Mr. &zee D. Bowling (Ohio)
iter. John Brickner* (Michigan)
Mr. Walter Chojnowski (Wisconsin)
Dr* Floyd Crank (Illinois)
Si( vr M. Ross lina Donnelly (Michigan)
Dr. Edna Grinstead (Wisconsin)
Dr. Carl Heal (Wisconsin)
Mr. Richard G. Horn (Ohio)
Dr. Harry Huffman (Ohio)
Dr. William Jennings (Ohio)
Mr. George Kargilis** (Michigan)
Mr. Alan Mailroom (Michigan)
Dr. Williai i4itchell (Wisconsin)
Miss Jeanne Reed** (Michigan)
Mrs. Helen Sturdevent (Michigan)
mr. Leslie libele** (Michigan)

*State Swervisor
*Katy Supervisor



PATION VI (Iowa Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
North Dakota, South Dakota)

Dr. LUG e& Douglas (Iowa)
Miss Louise Keller** (Kansas)
Mr. R. Charles Long (North Dakota)
Dr. James Morris (South Dakota)
Di% Ray Price (Minnesota)
Dr. John Rowe (North Dakota)
Mr. Hurl= N. dheely* (Minnesota)
Dr. Adam Whitford (Minnesota)

REGION VII (Arkansas, Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas)

Mrs. Arthelia Alexander (Texas)
Dr. Frank Ferguson (Louisiana)
Dr. Verner! Payne (Texas)
Dr. Gerald Porter (Ok lahcas)

=ION VII/ (Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wycediav)

P. Kendrick Bangs (Colorado)
Dr. Robert Kassel. (Idebo)
Mr. Bert Masters= (Colorado)

REGION IX (Alaska, Arizona, California, Gusa, Hawaii, Nevada,
Oregon, Washington)

r e Demosnnis Rol (Washingtonon
Dr. Harold Palmer (Washingtol

Kr. Merle Wood** (California)

*State itilwervieor
**City Supervisor


